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Abstract

We study analogs of classical relational calculus in the context of strings. We start by studying string logics.
Taking a classical model-theoretic approach, we fix a set of string operations and look at the resulting collection
of definable relations. These form an algebra — a class ofn-ary relations for everyn, closed under projection and
Boolean operations. We show that by choosing the string vocabulary carefully, we get string logics that have desirable
properties: computable evaluation and normal forms. We identify five distinct models and study the differences in
their model-theory and complexity of evaluation. We identify a subset of these models which have additional attractive
properties, such as finite VC dimension and quantifier elimination.

Once you have a logic, the addition of free predicate symbolsgives you a string query language. The result-
ing languages have attractive closure properties from a database point of view: while SQL does not allow the full
composition of string pattern-matching expressions with relational operators, these logics yield compositional query
languages that can capture common string-matching querieswhile remaining tractable. For each of the logics stud-
ied in the first part of the paper, we study properties of the corresponding query languages. We give bounds on the
data complexity of queries, extend the normal form results from logics to queries, and show that the languages have
corresponding algebras expressing safe queries.

1 Introduction

In the past 40 years, various connections between logic on strings, formal languages and finite automata have been
explored in great detail. The standard setting for connecting logical definability with various properties of formal
languages is to represent strings over a finite alphabet� = fa1; : : : ; ang as first-order structures in the signature(Pa1 ; : : : ; Pan ; <), so that the structureMs for a strings of lengthk has the universef1; : : : ; kg, with < being the
usual ordering, andPai being the set of the positionsl such that thelth character ins is ai. Then a sentence� of some
logic L defines a languageL(�) = fs 2 �� j Ms j= �g. Two classical results on logic and language theory state
that languages thus definable in monadic second-order logic(MSO) are precisely the regular languages [20], and the
languages definable in first-order logic (FO) are precisely the star-free languages [54]. For a survey, see [65, 67].

An alternative approach to definability of strings, based onclassical infinite model theory rather than finite model
theory, dates back to the 1960s [20, 19]. One considers an infinite structureM consisting ofh��;
i, where
 is a
set of functions, predicates and constants on��. One can then look at definable sets, those of the formf~a j M j='(~a)g, where' is a first-order formula in the language ofM . A well-known result links definability with traditional
formal language theory. Let
reg consist of unary functionsla, a 2 �, binary predicatesel(x; y) andx � y, wherela(x) = x � a, el(x; y) states thatx andy have the same length, andx � y states thatx is a prefix ofy. LetSlen be the
modelh��;
regi (we will explain the notation later). Then subsets of�� definable inSlen are precisely the regular
languages [20, 19, 14]; moreover, this implies decidability of the first-order theory ofSlen [45, 14].

The key advantage of the “model-theoretic approach” is thatone immediately gets an extension of the notion of
recognizability from string languages ton-ary string relations for arbitraryn. One gets an algebra ofn-ary string
relations for everyn, and these algebras automatically have closure under projection and product, in addition to the
Boolean operations. In the case of the modelSlen above, this algebra is not new: in fact, the definablen-ary relations
are exactly the ones recognizable under a natural notion of automaton running overn-tuples [19, 29]. We will refer
to these automata-definable relations as theregular relations: the formal definition is given in subsection 3.1.1. We
show here that by taking restrictions of the modelSlen, one gets new algebras of regular relations which behave better,
in many ways, than the full algebra of recognizable relations given bySlen. We introduce four such models here, and
show that the definable sets in these models enjoy superior model-theoretic properties relative to the full algebra of
recognizable relations associated withSlen.
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A key motivation for finding closed algebras of string relations comes from the field of databases, in particular,
the study of query languages with interpreted operations [8, 10, 37, 50]. String manipulation facilities have long been
recognized as a critical component of a realistic database query language. In SQL, for example, theWHERE clause
can contain stringpattern-matching expressions, such asFACULTY.NAME LIKE ’Nyk%nen’. These expressions
can themselves be seen as queries over string relations: theabove clause, for example, can be seen as a selection
performed on a projection of theFACULTY relation. While the Relational Calculus gives a satisfactory formal model
for SQL queries in the absence of built-in datatypes, there has been thus far no satisfactory model that fully accounts
for string queries. The lack of an adequate formal model is related to the fact that SQL restricts the interaction of string
operations and relational operations in a number of ad-hoc ways: one cannot apply theLIKE operator to a subquery
to build up a new query, nor can one take the product of two string expressions built withLIKE. The natural way to
obtain a calculus on string relations where one can freely compose string operations and relational operators is to start
with a decidable structure on strings, like those mentionedabove, and extend them to query languages by adding free
predicate symbols — in the same way that traditional Relational Calculus can be obtained from first-order logic over
pure equality. Using this approach we see that corresponding toSlen and each of the four restricted models mentioned
above, we obtain five interesting compositional query languages on strings.

The paper has two main parts. In the first part, we study definable algebras of string relations, that is, model-
theoretic structures on�� and definability in these structures. We focus on five structures, of which the modelSlen
mentioned above is the richest. In the second part of the paper, we deal with database applications, and study the
corresponding query languages for string databases given by each of the five structures. This can be thought of as
definability over model-theoretic structuresanda finite relational database. Naturally, the results of the first part form
the basis for reasoning about string query languages.

We now summarize the developments in both parts of the paper.
As mentioned above, we know that there existsa regular string algebra [20, 19, 14], i.e., an algebra which exactly

captures the regular sets when restricted to unary relations. An obvious question to ask, then, is whethernewalgebras
of string relations arise through the model-theoretic approach. In particular, if we restrict the signature
 to be less
expressive than
reg, do we get new relation algebras lying within the recognizable relations?

A natural starting point would be to find a signature that captures properties of the star-free sets. Here again, a
simple example leaps out: consider the signature
sf = (�; (la)a2�), and letS = h��;
sfi. One can easily show
that the definable subsets of�� in S are exactly the star-free ones. Furthermore, we will show that the definablen-ary relations of this model are exactly those definable by regular prefix automata (cf. [4]) whose underlying string
automata are counter-free.

Just as there is a significant difference between the complexity-theoretic behavior of regular languages and star-
free languages (the latter are in AC0 whereas the former are not), we find that the modelS is much more tractable, in
terms of its model-theory and its complexity thanSlen. In particular, we show thatS has quantifier-elimination in a
natural relational extension, whileSlen does not.

It would be tempting to think ofS andSlen as canonical extensions of the notions of regularity and star-free ton-ary relations. However, we will show that in fact there aremanychoices for
 that share the same one-dimensional
definable sets (either star-free or regular). Furthermore,algebras of definable sets may be identical in terms of the
string languages they define, but differ considerably in then-ary string relations in the definable algebra. We thus say
that an algebra of definable sets based onh��;
i, with 
 � 
reg is aregular algebra of definable setsif the subsets
of �� in it (i.e the one-dimensional definable sets ofh��;
i) are exactly the regular sets. We likewise say that the
algebra based on definable sets forh��;
i is astar-free algebra of definable setsif the subsets of�� in the algebra
are exactly the star-free sets.

We then study new examples of regular and star-free definablealgebras. We give an example of a star-free algebra
with considerably more expressive power than the basic star-free algebraS. This model, which we denote bySleft (as
it allows one to add characters on theleft of a string), shares most of the desirable properties ofS: in particular, it has
quantifier-elimination in a natural language, and membership test in this algebra has low complexity.

More surprisingly, perhaps, we give examples of regular algebras (which we denoteSreg andSreg;left) that are
strictly contained inSlen = h��;
regi. Although the one-dimensional sets in these algebras are still the regular
sets, the algebra as a whole shares many of the attractive properties of the star-free languages. In particular, we give
quantifier-elimination results for these algebras. In contrast to this, we present a result giving a partial answer to open
question0 in [55], which asks whetherSlen itself has quantifier-elimination in a reasonable signature. We show that it
does not have quantifier-elimination in any relational signature of bounded arity but does have quantifier-elimination
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in a signature containing binary functions.

We now turn to the second part of the paper, studying the string query languages formed from each of these
models. What are some properties one would desire of a stringquery language? One problem faced in any work
combining string pattern-matching queries with relational calculus is that pattern-matching expressions may returnan
infinite number of strings. This is the standard issue ofsafety. Previous proposals for combining relational algebra
with string-matching primitives tackle this problem by identifying safe fragments of their languages, using a number
of syntactic restrictions — see, e.g., [39, 42, 38, 40, 59] — but they cannot capture the safe fragment of the language
syntactically. A second issue with any string query language is its expressive power. Many query languages designed in
the prior literature turn out to be Turing complete, a feature that in turn makes many sorts of analysis and optimization
impossible. Indeed, as noted in [40], adding just concatenation to the relational calculus already yields a query
language which is Turing complete. This immediately implies that there is no effective syntax for the corresponding
safe fragment [64].

In contrast to the above, we would like our languages to fulfill the following criteria:

1. Query evaluation is efficient;

2. There is effective syntax capturing safe queries;

3. There is an algebra equivalent to the language.

Hence, we consider each of our query languages with respect to these criteria. As mentioned above, we consider
relational calculus,RC, over each model defined in the first part, beginning with the weakest model,S. The query
language obtained by adding database relations toS captures basic SQL with simpleLIKE pattern-matching and
lexicographic ordering. We show that the safe fragment of this model can be effectively captured in a natural way, and
prove complexity bounds for queries in this language that match the known bounds for ordinary relational calculus.RC(S) however, is unable to express certain natural queries, e.g., SELECT a �x FROMR, wherea is a fixed character.
We contrast this to the query languageRC(Slen) formed over the richest model. This extension has much greater
expressiveness: it enables additional operations such as trimming/adding symbols on both left and right of a string,
and theSIMILAR pattern-matching for checking membership in a regular language [41]. We show that this language
also satisfies criteria 2 and 3 above, but inRC(Slen) one can express NP-complete and coNP-complete problems.

This leads us to the consideration of the three intermediatelanguages,RC(Sleft) ,RC(Sreg), andRC(Sreg;left). We
find that each of these languages satisfies all three of the required criteria, while considerably extending the expressive
power ofRC(S).

Related Work: One motivation of our approach was the study ofautomatic structures[48, 14], which are a
subclass of recursive structures [43], and were introducedas a generalization of automatic groups [30]. In an automatic
structureM = h��;
i, every predicate in
 is definable by a finite automaton. More precisely, ann-ary predicateP is given by a letter-to-lettern-automaton [29, 34]. These structures were also studied in [45] in connection with
decidability questions for first-order theories.

It is known [19, 14] that a structure is automatic iff it can beinterpreted in the structureSlen; henceSlen is in some
sense the universal automatic structure. The first part of this paper can be seen as a study of subclasses of automatic
structures definable withinSlen that are significantly more restrictive, and that might havestronger model-theoretic or
computational properties than a rich structure likeSlen.

The structureSleft, without the prefix relation, is useful for modeling queues and it first appeared in the verification
context [16], where an algorithm for deciding existential sentences was given. That algorithm was extended to the full
theory in [60], but still without the prefix relation.

On the database side, several approaches toward unifying string algebras with relational algebra have been devel-
oped in the prior literature. Most of them are based on the concatenation operator, or other operations that make logics
undecidable in general. [36] studied the consequences of adding pattern-matching features to SQL. Papers [39, 42, 38]
proposed an extension of the relational calculus with alignment logics and studied their complexity and expressive
power. Without restrictions, they can define an arbitrary r.e. set [39]. Another approach was proposed in [17, 18],
which considered Datalog extended with appropriate transducers for string operations, and proved a number of com-
pleteness results. In [24] arbitrary regions (substrings)can be queried; this, when coupled with relational calculus,
gives the power of string concatenation. Closer to our approach, [40, 59] study the relational calculus/algebra extended
with an operation for concatenating strings. [25] studies first-order logic over term algebras and extends expressive
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bounds and complexity results from relational calculus to this setting. But SQL-style string pattern-matching cannot
be expressed in the language of [25] – indeed in this languageone cannot even query for strings beginning with a fixed
symbol.

The general approach to studying databases over interpreted domains is closely related to the field of constraint
databases [50]. Most theory of constraint databases was done over continuous domains, typically various structures
over the reals. In contrast, our results could be viewed as the theory of (finite) constraint databases over discrete
domains, in particular, strings.

Organization: The paper is organized as follows. The next section gives thenotation that will be used in the paper.
Then we deal with definability for models on strings, in particular, quantifier elimination, bounded VC dimension and
expressive power. The last part contains database applications in terms of expressiveness, data complexity and safety
of the corresponding query languages. Earlier presentation of this work appeared in two conference proceedings:
[13, 12].

2 Notation

Throughout the paper,� denotes a finite alphabet, and�� the set of all finite strings over�. We consider a number of
operations and predicates on��:� x � y – concatenation of two stringsx andy.� x � y – x is a prefix ofy.� la(x), a 2 �, isx � a (addslast character).� fa(x), a 2 �, is a � x (addsf irst character).� jx j is the length of stringx.� x u y is the longest common prefix of the stringsx andy.� x� y – the stringz such thaty � z = x, if it exists, and� otherwise.� x+ y, which is an alternative notation for the concatenationy � x. Note that always(x+ y)� y = y.� el(x; y) is true iff jxj = jyj.

We writew[i; j] to refer to the substring of a stringw starting from positioni and ending at positionj. Here, the
first position of a string has number 1, e.g., it holds thatw = w[1; jw j]. We writew[i] for w[i; i].

We writexl y to express thaty extendsx by exactly one symbol. Letpre�x (C) stand for theprefix-closureof C:fs j s � s0; s0 2 Cg. By #(C) we denotefs j jsj � js0j; s0 2 Cg.
Given a setS of strings , we let Tree(S) be the tree (i.e. the partially-ordered structure) generated by closingS [ f�g underu. In other words, Tree(S) is the posethfx u y j x; y 2 S [ f�gg;�i. (Note that for any set of stringss1; : : : ; sk, there are two indicesi; j � k such thats1 u : : : u sk = si u sj .)
If S is a set of strings andw 2 ��, let Meet(w; S) be the longest string amongfwuu j u 2 Sg, let Meet�(w; S)

be the element of Tree(S) which is the longest prefix of Meet(w; S), and let Meet+(w; S) be the smallest ele-
ment of Tree(S) for which Meet(w; S) is a prefix. Note that Meet+(w; S) is well-defined (as are Meet(w; S) and
Meet�(w; S)), since Meet(w; S) is either a string from Tree(S) or it has a unique smallest extension in Tree(S).

A complete tree-order descriptionof a vector~w of variables is the atomic diagram of Tree(~w) in the language of�;�;u. In other words, it is a specification of all the� relations that hold and do not hold in Tree(~w).
For example, let~w = (a; aba; abbb). Thenaba u abbb = ab, and Tree(~w) is f�; a; ab; aba; abbbg. The complete

tree-order description of~w consists of all the� relations that hold among the elements off�; a; ab; aba; abbbg, as well
as all theu-relations, e.g.,aba u abbb = ab, a u aba = a, ab u � = �, etc.

We shall consider several structures on��. The basic one is the structureS = h��;�; (la)a2�i. We could
equivalently use unary predicatesLa, whereLa(x) is true for stringsx havinga as last symbol. Note that in the
presence of�, la andLa are interdefinable, and we thus shall use both of them.
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We further consider a number of extensions ofS. In one of them characters can be added on theleft as well as on

the right. This structure is denoted bySleft def= h��;�; (la)a2�; (fa)a2�i.
Another extension, denoted bySlen, addslengthcomparisons via theel predicate (note that using� andel one can

express various relationships between lengths of strings,e.g.jxjf=; 6=; <;>gjyj, jxj = jyj+ k for a constantk, etc.).
To summarize, we mainly deal with the following structures:� S = h��;�; (la)a2�i;� Sleft = h��;�; (la)a2�; (fa)a2�i;� Slen = h��;�; (la)a2�; eli.

Once we consider regular algebras, we introduce two more structures; however, operations in them will be moti-
vated by quantifier-elimination results forS andSleft and thus those structures will be defined later.

There is a very close connection betweenSlen and an extension of Presburger arithmetic. Assume that� = f0; 1g.
Let val(n), for n 2 N, ben in binary, considered as a string in��. LetV2(n) be the largest power of2 that dividesn.
ThenP � Nk is definable inhN;+; V2 i iff f(val(n1); : : : ; val(nk)) j (n1; : : : ; nk) 2 Pg is definable inSlen [20, 19].

Definability over S;Sleft;Slen. We give a few simple examples of definability over these structures.
Matching withLIKE can be expressed overS, since definable subsets inS are precisely star-free languages. For

example, the conditionx LIKE a_b%a_ — saying that the first symbol ofx is a, the third isb, and the last but one isa again — can be expressed by a formula'(x):9u; v; w0@ u � v � w � x^ La(u) ^ Lb(v) ^ La(w)^  1(u) ^  3(v) ^  �1(w) 1A ;
where 1(u);  3(v);  �1(w) say thatu; v; w are prefixes extending up to the first, third, and penultimatepositions in
the stringx.

Another important operation expressible overS is thelexicographicordering�lex. Assume that� = fa1; : : : ; ang
and an orderinga1 < : : : < an is given. The lexicographic orderingx �lex y is then expressed by:x � y _ 9z (z � x ^ z � y ^_i<j((lai(z) � x) ^ (laj (z) � y))) :

The graph of the functionfa, f(x; y) j y = fa(x)g, is definable inSlen byjyj = jxj+ 1 ^ (9w � y jwj = 1 ^ La(w))^ 8z � x9v � y (jvj = jzj+ 1 ^Vb2� Lb(z)$ Lb(v));
wherejvj = juj+ 1 is defined by9w(w l u ^ el(w; v)), andw l u � w � u ^ :9t (w � t ^ t � u).
Strings as structures We shall use classical results on definability of strings represented as finite first-order
structures. If� = fa1; : : : ; ang, then a strings 2 �� can be represented as a structureMs in the signature(Pa1 ; : : : ; Pan ; <). If jsj = k, then the universe ofMs is f1; : : : ; kg, < is interpreted as the usual ordering, andPaj is the setfi j 1 � i � k; and theith position ofs is ajg.

If � is a sentence of some logic, it defines a languageL(�) = fs 2 �� j Ms j= �g. When the logic is MSO,
monadic second-order logic, the languages that arise this way are precisely the regular languages [20]. When the logic
is FO, first-order, then the languages that arise are precisely the star-free languages (that is, those that can be obtained
from ; andfaig; i � n by using the operations of union, complement, and concatenation) [54].
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Databases and query languagesA database schemaSC is a collection of relation namesR1; : : : ; Rl, Ri being of
arity pi > 0. In an instance ofSC over a setU , eachRi is interpreted as a finite subset ofUpi . Theactive domainof
a databaseD, adom(D), is the set of elements fromU that appear inD.

The general setting for query languages is that of a finite database and an infinite underlying structureM = hU;
i,
where
 is a set of operations (functions and predicates) onU . As our basic language we consider relational calculus,
or first-order logic, over the schemaSC andM, denoted byRC(SC;M). We often omitSC when it is understood,
or irrelevant. Here we will focus exclusively on the string datatype, hence we will always haveU = ��. For example,
if M = h��;�; (La)a2�i, the query9x R(x) ^ L0(x) ^ 9y(y � x ^ L1(y) ^ (:9z y � z � x))
tests if there is a string in the relationR which ends with10. Indeed, it asks if the last symbol ofx is 0, and if there
exists a prefixy, which is the largest proper prefix ofx (as there is noz with y � z � x) such that the last symbol ofy is 1.

Given a query'(x1; : : : ; xn) in RC(SC;M) and~a 2 Un, we writeD j= '(~a) when'(~a) is true in(D;M). We
write'(D) for the output of' onD, that is,f~a 2 Un j D j= '(~a)g. We say that' is safe onD if '(D) is finite, and
that' is safeif it is safe on everyD. The safety problem is to determine whether a query is safe, and it is known to be
undecidable even for the pure relational calculus [1]. Thestate-safetyproblem is to decide, for a given' andD, if '
is safe onD.

We say that safe queries inRC(M) have effective syntaxif there exists a recursively enumerable setA, of safe
queries inRC(M) such that, for everySC, every safeRC(SC;M) query is equivalent to one inA.

Effective syntax is a first step towards an algebraic language expressing all safe queries. Indeed if such a language
exists, safe queries must have effective syntax.

That effective syntax exists for safe queries in the pure relational calculus is a classical relational theory result [1].
Other results – both positive or negative – have been proved recently [11, 64].

Collapse results These establish very strong expressivity bounds for relational calculi. To formulate them, we need
an important restriction of queries: to quantification overthe active domain. We use quantifiers9x 2 adom and8x 2 adom, whose meaning is as follows:D j= 9x 2 adom '(x; �) if D j= '(a; �) for somea 2 adom(D) (as
opposed to for somea 2 U in the case of the usual9x quantifier), and similarly for the universal quantifier. These
restricted quantifiers are definable in relational calculus, but it is often helpful to have them available separately.

A relational calculus formula is called anactive-domainformula if all quantifiers in it are of the form8x 2adom; 9x 2 adom. We say thatRC(M) admitsnatural-active collapse[10] if everyRC(M) formula is equivalent
to an active-domain formula. We say thatRC(M) admitsrestricted quantifier collapseif everyRC(M) formula is
equivalent to one in whichSC-relations appear only under the scope of quantifiers9x2adom and8x2adom. Note
that ifM admits quantifier-elimination, these two notions coincide.

A query isgenericif it commutes with permutations on the domain. The active-generic collapse [10] states that if
anRC(M) formula with quantification of the form9x2adom and8x2adom expresses a generic queryQ, thenQ
must be expressible using only a linear order on the active domain, and no other predicates and functions fromM.

Model theory background Let
 be a finite or countably infinite first-order signature, andM a model over
. By
FO(M) we denote the set of all first-order formulae in the language of 
. The (complete)theoryof M , Th(M), is
the set of all sentences in FO(M) true inM . Two modelsM andM 0 over
 areelementary equivalentif Th(M) =Th(M 0).

We say thatM admitsquantifier elimination (QE)if for every formula'(~x) in FO(M) there is a quantifier-free
formula'0(~x) such that8~x '(~x) $ '0(~x) is true inM . In every case where we show quantifier-elimination for a
model in this paper, the conversion to a quantifier-free formula can be made effective, although in several cases (e.g.
Theorem 3.12) we will not give the details of the effective versions.

For a tuple~a and a modelM over
, we let tpM (~a) be thetypeof ~a in M (the set of all formulae of FO(M)
satisfied by~a), andatpM (~a) be the atomic type inM (the set of all quantifier-free formulae of FO(M) satisfied by~a).
If A is a subset ofM , tpM (~a=A) is the type of~a overA in M (the set of all FO-formulae over
 [ A satisfied by~a).

An !-saturated modelM over
 is a model such that each consistent type (a type is consistent if it has a witness
in at least one model of
) over a finite setA in FO(M) is satisfied inM . It is known [21] that every modelM over
 has an elementary equivalent!-saturated modelM�.
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Many proofs use Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé games [28, 33, 27]. For two structuresM1 andM2 of the same vocabulary,
we writeM1 �k M2 if the duplicator has a winning strategy in thek-round game onM1 andM2 (that is, ifM1 andM2 agree on all sentences of quantifier rank up tok). We also assume familiarity with Monadic Second
Order Logic (MSO) [27]. Some proofs will use MSO games [27]; we writeM1 �MSOk M2 if the duplicator has
a winning strategy in thek-round MSO game, which similarly means the two structures can not be distinguished by
MSO-sentences of quantifier depthk.

Isolation, VC-dimension, and collapse We review several model-theoretic concepts that prove useful in establish-
ing bounds on the expressive power of query languages.

LetT be a theory over
 andM be a model ofT . A subsetA ofM is said to bepseudo-finiteif (M;A) j= F (T; P ),
whereP is a unary predicate, andF (T; P ) is the set of all formulae of FO(
 [ fPg) satisfied by all finite sets of
elements in any model ofT .

If p is a type overA in M , a subsetq of p isolatesp if p is the only type overA in M containingq. A complete
theoryT over
 is said to have thestrong isolation propertyif for any modelM of T and any pseudo-finite setA and
any elementa in M , there is a finite subsetA0 of A such thattpM (a=A0) isolatestpM (a=A). We say that it has the
isolation propertyif a countableA0 exists as above.

Isolation is an interesting property in the database context because it implies the restricted quantifier collapse
[8, 32]. Here we also use it to provide bounds on the VC-dimension of definable families.

For a familyC of subsets of a setU , and a setF � U , we say thatC shattersF if fF \C j C 2 Cg is the powerset
of F . TheVC-dimensionof C is the maximum cardinality of a finite set shattered byC (or1, if arbitrarily large finite
sets are shattered byC). This concept is fundamental to learning theory, as finite VC-dimension of a hypothesis space
is equivalent to learnability (PAC-learnability) [5, 15].

Now consider a structureM = h��;
i, and a FO(M) formula'(~x; ~y). For each~a, let '(~a;M) = f~b j M j='(~a;~b)g. The family of sets'(~a;M), where~a ranges over all tuples overM , is called adefinable family. We say thatM has finite VC-dimensionif every definable family has finite VC-dimension. In particular, this implies learnability
of FO-definable families overM .

We shall see more connections between isolation, VC dimension, and collapse results later in the paper.

Complexity classes Some complexity results in this paper refer to parallel complexity classes AC0, TC0, and NC1.
AC0 is constant parallel time; more precisely, the class of languages accepted by polynomial-size constant-depth
unbounded fan-in circuits. TC0 additionally has majority gates of unbounded fan-in. In NC1, there are no majority
gates, the depth is allowed to be logarithmic, but fan-in is bounded. It is known that AC0 � TC0 � NC1 (parity
separates TC0 from AC0). We consider uniform versions of these classes [7]; uniform AC0 over finite structures can
be characterized via definability in FO(BIT; <): first-order logic with linear order and the BIT predicate (BIT(i; j)
is true iff the jth bit in the binary representation ofi is one.) To capture uniform TC0 it suffices to add counting
quantifiers to FO(BIT; <) [7].

PH is the polynomial hierarchy, which contains, e.g., NP andcoNP and is itself included in PSPACE [57].
As usual, fordata complexity, one fixes a queryQ and considers the complexity offenc(D)#enc(t) j t 2 Q(D)g,

whereenc is an encoding of databases and tuples over some fixed alphabet, typically f0; 1g [1]. Normally in pure
relational calculus the encoding is such that the active domain is considered to bef1; : : : ; kg, and each numberi
is represented in binary. When we deal withinterpretedelements stored in a database, such an encoding is not
appropriate, as one needs to take into account operations onthose interpreted elements. In particular, in the case of
strings over a finite alphabet, we consider the encoding of a string to be itself (in the case of an alphabet different fromf0; 1g we may have to code letters inf0; 1g first).

3 Model theory of strings

In this section we study logical definability overSlen;S;Sleft and two other structures, defining regular algebras over��. We are particularly interested in quantifier-eliminationresults, and in some model-theoretic properties (isolation,
VC dimension) that will later give us results about the expressive power of the relational calculi based on these
structures. We start with the strongest regular algebraSlen, then move to the star-free algebraS, and to a more
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expressive star-free algebraSleft. The quantifier-elimination proof for the latter is technically the most involved result
in this section. We then show how to expandS andSleft to regular algebras, without losing their nice properties.

3.1 A regular algebra based onSlen
In this subsection we will focus on the structureSlen. We will assume here that the alphabet� contains at least two
letters. For a 1-letter alphabet , it is easy to see thatSlen reduces toS, which will be dealt with in the next subsection.

3.1.1 Automata and Definability

A letter-by-letterautomaton is a usual DFA whose alphabet is(� [ f#g)n, # 62 �. An n-tuple of stringss1; : : : ; sn
can be viewed as a word of lengthmaxi jsij over the alphabet� [ f#g, where thejth letter is the tuple(sj1; : : : ; sjn);
heresjk is thejth letter ofsk, if jskj � j, and# otherwise. We say that a predicateP � (��)n is definable by a
letter-to-lettern-automatonA if (s1; : : : ; sn) 2 P iff A acceptss1; : : : ; sn.

As mentioned in the introduction,Slen = h��;�; (la)a2�; eli is the canonical automatic structure, and relations
definable inSlen are precisely theregular relations, that is,k-ary definable relations are precisely those given by letter-
to-letterk-automata [14, 19]. In particular, this gives a normal form for Slen-formulae. We introduce a new type of
length-bounded quantifiersof the form9jxj � jyj and8jxj � jyj. A formula9jxj � jyj' is meant as an abbreviation
for 9x((jxj � jyj) ^ ').

Since every finite automaton can be simulated by a length-bounded FO(Slen) formula, we conclude that each
FO(Slen) formula is equivalent to a length-bounded FO(Slen) formula. Note that this result can also be shown directly
by an Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé game argument.

3.1.2 Quantifier Elimination

The universal property ofSlen mentioned above indicates thatSlen may be “too rich” in relations for many applications.
We present evidence for this by addressing the open questionof [22, 55] whetherSlen has quantifier elimination in a
reasonable signature. One first needs to define what “reasonable” means here. Clearly, every structure has quantifier
elimination in a sufficiently large expansion of the signature: add symbols for all definable predicates, for example.
One can thus take reasonable to mean a finite expansion, but this is not satisfactory: for example, Presburger arithmetic
has quantifier elimination in an infinite signature(+; <; 0; 1; (mod k)k>1) [31]. Note however that in this example,
the maximum arity of the predicates and functions is2. In fact, it appears to be a common phenomenon that when one
proves quantifier elimination in an infinite signature, there is an upper bound on the arity of functions and predicates
in it.

We thus view this condition as necessary for a signature to be“reasonable”. In general, a reasonable signature
might contain relation symbols as well as function symbols.Nevertheless, we can rule out the possibility of a signature
with function symbols of arity at most 1 for whichSlen has quantifier elimination. This is in contrast to the weaker
structures that we consider, all of which have quantifier elimination in a relational signature of bounded arity. LetS(n;m)len be the expansion ofSlen with all definable predicates of arity at mostn, and definable functions of arity at
mostm. We show the following:

Theorem 3.1 (a) For anyn � 0, andm = 0; 1, S(n;m)len does not have QE.

(b) S(1;2)len , the expansion ofSlen with all unary predicates and binary functions, has QE.

Proof. (a). We assume� = f0; 1g and fixn. Letm = 0. The definable property which can not be expressed by a
quantifier-free formula is defined as follows. It holds for a tuplex1; : : : ; xn+1 of strings, if there is a positioni such
that theith symbol in allxjs is0.

This is clearly definable inSlen by'(x1; : : : ; xn+1):9y1; : : : ; yn+1 ĵ yj � xj ^ ĵ L0(yj) ^ ĵ;k el(yj ; yk) :
We now assume that' is a Boolean combination of formulae depending onn variables each. Let these formulae

be named as�ij , i 2 f1; : : : ; n+ 1g, j 2 f1; : : : ; lig, where�ij doesnothavexi as free variable.
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By [14], each�ij is given by a letter-to-lettern-automatonAij over�n. Letm be the maximum number of states
of theAij .

Now letp1 < p2 < : : : < pn+1 be primes withp1 > m+ 1. Let�i =Qj 6=i pj , and letP =Qj pj (= �i � pi, for
eachi).

We now define!-wordswj , j = 1; : : : ; n+ 1, bywj [k] = � 0 k = 0(mod pj);1 otherwise;
where, as for finite strings,wj [k] denotes thekth position inwj .

Now fix i � n + 1 and s � li, and consider a run ofAis on (wj , j 6= i) (that is, thekth input symbol is(w1[k]; : : : ; wi�1[k]; wi+1[k]; : : : ; wn+1[k])). At every position that is equal to0 modulo�i (and only at those
positions), the input symbol is~0 = (0; : : : ; 0). Moreover, for anyl � 0 and anyc1; c2 > 0, the input symbols are the
same at positionsl + c1 � �i andl + c2 � �i.

We now consider positions equal to 0 modulo�i; sinceAis has at mostm states, we can find two numbersd1 <d2 � m+1 (depending ons) such that in positionsd1 � �i andd2 � �i the automatonAis is in the same stateq, reading~0. Letd = (d2 � d1) � �1. Thus, at every positiond1 � �i + k � d, the automaton is in the stateq, reading~0.
Then for everyl � 0 and everyk � 0, we have thatAis is in the same state in positionsd1 ��i+l andd1 ��i+l+k �d,

and reads the same symbol in those states. Furthermore, notice thatd2 � �i � (m+ 1) � �i < p1 � �i � pi � �i = P .
Summing up, for eachAis, we have two constants,ais (= d1 � �i) andbis (= d), such thatais < P and the state ofAis is the same in positionsais + l andais + l + k � bis, for l; k � 0.
Now letC = maxi;s ais andC 0 = C + P �Qi;s bis. We haveC 0 > P > C, and all automataAis are in the same

state in positionsC andC 0. In particular, ifwj [1; k] denotes the finite word that consists of the firstk positions ofwj ,
we have that every�ij agrees on(w1[1; C]; : : : ; wi�1[1; C]; wi+1[1; C]; : : : ; wn+1[1; C])
and (w1[1; C 0]; : : : ; wi�1[1; C 0]; wi+1[1; C 0]; : : : ; wn+1[1; C 0]):
The assumption that' is a Boolean combination of�ijs now gives us that' agrees on(w1[1; C]; : : : ; wn+1[1; C])
and(w1[1; C 0] : : : ; wn+1[1; C 0]), which is impossible, since'(w1[1; C]; : : : ; wn+1[1; C]) is false (C < P and there
is no position with all zeros in it) and'(w1[1; C 0]; : : : ; wn+1[1; C 0]) is true (C 0 > P , and in positionP all symbols
are0).

For the case ofm = 1, it suffices to notice that for anyn > 1, any quantifier-free formula�(x1; : : : ; xn) in S(n;1)len
is equivalent to a quantifier-free formula inS(n;0)len . For instanceR(f(x); f(y)) whereR is a definableS(2;0)len relation,

is equivalent toRf;g(x; y), whereRf;g is theS(2;0)len relation defined byR(f(x); f(y)).
Proof of (b).

Let us assume that� contains at least the symbols 0 and 1 and letS+len be the expansion ofSlen by the following
definable functions and predicates:� the binary functionsf^; f_ which are the bitwise AND and OR of two 0-1 stringsu andv, respectively (and�

for non-0-1-inputs). Whenu andv do not have the same length we add sufficiently many 0s to the right of the
shorter string. Thus the length of the result ismax(juj; jvj). E.g.,f^(101; 11) = 100;� the unary functionf: which is the bitwise NOT of a 0-1 string;� for each� 2 �, a unary functionFil�, whereFil�(w) has a 1 at positioni iff w[i] = � and a 0 otherwise;� for eachj; k, j < k, a unary functionPatj;k wherePatj;k(w) has the same length asw and has a 1 at positioni
iff i � j(modk) and a 0 otherwise;� unary functionsLShift, RShift, whereRShift(w) is obtained fromw by deleting the last (rightmost) symbol
andLShift(w) is obtained fromw by deleting the first (leftmost) symbol;� for eachj;m, j < m, the unary predicatePm;j which will be defined below.
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LetR be ann-ary relation over�, definable inSlen. Our goal is to find a quantifier-freeS+len-formula' such that,
for eachn-tuple ~w of strings,S+len j= '(~w) iff ~w 2 R.

We know from [14, 19] that the relations definable inSlen are precisely theregular relations, that is, precisely
those given by letter-to-lettern-automata [14, 19].

LetA be such an automaton forR over the alphabet(�[f#g)n with state setQm = fq0; : : : ; qm�1g, initial stateq0, transition function� and setF of accepting states.
An m-state behavior functionis any functionf : Qm ! Qm. An m-state behavior function can be encoded into

a binary behavior stringb(f) of lengthM := m2 as follows. Forj; j0 < m, positionjm + j0 + 1 of b(f) is 1 ifff(qj) = qj0 .
Let Pm;j , j < m, be the unary predicate which holds for all stringsu = b1 � � � bl, where eachbi encodes anm-state behavior functionf i andf l(� � � (f1(q0)) � � � ) = qj . As the blocksbi are of constant length these predicates

are regular.
The idea of the proof is to map each block of the input of lengthm2 to the string which describes the behavior ofA on this block. WhetherA accepts the input can then be expressed by means of the predicatesPm;j .
For a givenn-tuple ~w, let l be minimal such thatlM � j~wj wherej~wj = max(jw1j; : : : ; jwnj) and letf i~w =��(�; ~w[(i � 1)M + 1; iM ]), for i < l andf l~w = ��(�; ~w[(l � 1)M + 1; j~wj]). Then the state ofA after reading~w,

starting from the initial stateq0, is j if and only if b(f1~w) � � � b(f l~w) 2 Pm;j .
Hence, it is sufficient to find anS+len-term� such that�(~w) = b(f1~w) � � � b(f l~w). The construction of� is described

in two steps.
First, letfmax(~w) be defined as

W�2�Wni=1 Fil�(wi). Here, as in the following the Boolean operators are ab-
breviations for the respective terms usingf_, f^, f:. Note thatfmax(~w) defines a string of lengthmaxfjwij ji � ng consisting only of ones. Further letcFil�;i(~w) be the termfmax(~w) ^ Fil�(wi) and let cFil#;i(~w) befmax(~w) ^ :(W�2� Fil�(wi)). Hence, for each symbol� 2 � [ f#g, cFil�;i(~w) has a 1 at positionj, if the au-
tomatonA reads a� as thej-th symbol ofwi.

Now we are ready to finish the description of�. For simplicity, we describe� for the case wherejfmax(~w)j is a
multiple ofM . The general case is slightly more complicated.�(~w) has to carry a 1 at a position(j0 � 1)M + jm+j0 + 1, for j; j0 < m, j0 > 0, iff the tuple ~w[(j0 � 1)M + 1; j0M ], consisting ofn strings of lengthM is in the setT (j; j0) := f~s j ��(j; ~s) = j0g. Therefore� can be expressed as_j;j0 _~s2T (j;j0) �Patl;M (fmax(~w)) ^ l̂i=1 n̂k=1RShift(l�i)(cFilsk [i];k(~w)) ^ M̂i=l+1 n̂k=1LShift(i�l)(cFilsk[i];k(~w))�; (1)

wherel is a shorthand forjm+ j0 + 1 andf (i) denotes thei-fold application off .
The formula says the following: Assume0 < l � M and~s 2 T (j; j0) fixed, a block~w[(j0 � 1)M + 1; j0M ] of

sizeM is viewed centered in itslth position and thus hasl � 1 characters on its left andM � l on its right. The last
part of the formula checks for the blocks of sizeM centered inl that equal~s. The test is made separately for the left
and right part (this corresponds to the variablei) and for each element of~s (this corresponds to the variablek). All the
results of the tests are shifted to the right for the left partof the block and to the left for the right part in order to align
them on the centered positionl. Thus the big bitwise

V
is true iff all the previous tests were true and thus iff the block

of sizeM centered inl equals~s.
The first part of the formula filters the blocks we are interested in by keeping only the one centered injm+ j0+1

moduloM . The second bitwise
W

will check for all possibilities for~s 2 T (j; j0) thus thejm + j0 + 1 moduloM
positions will be equal to 1 iff the corresponding block is a string of T (j; j0) as desired. The first bitwise

W
ensures

that we cover all positions. 2
3.1.3 VC-Dimension

Our next result shows another model-theoretic and learning-theoretic shortcoming ofSlen: namely, a single formula'(x; y) can define a widely varying collection of relations as we let the parameterx vary. We formalize this through
the notion of VC-dimension.

Proposition 3.2 There are definable families inSlen that have infinite VC-dimension.
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Proof. Let� = f0; 1g, and let'(x; y) be9z (z � x^ el(z; y)^L1(z)). LetC be the corresponding definable family:S 2 C iff S = '(s;Slen) for some strings. LetAn = f0i j i < ng. ThenAn is shattered byC: given any subsetX ofAn, let sX be a string of lengthn where theith character is1 iff 0i 2 X . Then'(sX ;Slen) \ An = X . Sincen was
arbitrary, this shows thatC has infinite VC-dimension. 2
3.2 A star-free algebra based onS
We now turn to the most obvious analog ofSlen for the star-free sets. This is the modelS = h��;�; (la)a2�i, which
is the most basic model among those studied in the paper. We show that it has remarkably nice behavior: it admits
effective QE in a rather small extension to the signature. This immediately tells us that the definable subsets of��
are precisely the star-free languages. We then characterize then-dimensional definable relations inS by their closure
properties, and by an automaton model.

Note thatS is very close to strings considered asterm algebras, that is, toh�; �; (la)a2�i. It is well-known that
the theory of arbitrary term algebras is decidable and admits QE [53, 44]. However, adding the prefix relation is not
necessarily a trivial addition: for arbitrary term algebras with prefix (subterm), only theexistentialtheory is decidable,
but the full theory is undecidable [68] (similar results hold for other orderings on terms [23]). The undecidability
result of [68] requires at least one binary term constructor; our results indicate that in the simpler case of strings one
recovers QE with the prefix relation.

3.2.1 A Normal Form for S
We start with a result that gives a normal form for formulae ofFO(S).

For that, we need the following predicates, introduced in [52]. For eachL � ��, let PL be the set of pairs(x; y)
of strings such thatx � y andy � x 2 L. The following lemma is obvious, since it is well-known thatstar-free sets
are first-order definable on string models [54].

Lemma 3.3 For each star free languageL, there is a formula'L(x; y) in FO(S) which definesPL.

We now give a normal form result for FO(S).
Proposition 3.4 Every formula (~x) in FO(S) can be effectively transformed into an equivalent formula which is a
disjunction of formulae of the form (~x) ^ �(~x);
where (~x) is a complete tree-order description over~x and �(~x) is a conjunction of formulae of the form'L(t(~x); t0(~x)), whereL is star-free, each oft(~x) and t0(~x) is either � or a term of the formxi u xj , and (~x)
implies thatt0(~x) is an immediate successor oft(~x) in the tree-order.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of . The base case of the induction is handled by noting that the
atomic formulae are binary, and the basic formulaex � y and andy = x � a are simple cases of'L(x; y).

Note that for any conjunction�(~x) of formulae of the formt1(~x)f�;=gt2(~x) and their negations (wheret1; t2
areu; �-terms), there are finitely many complete tree order descriptionsi; i 2 I over~x which are consistent with�,
and furthermore, all suchi’s can be effectively found. Thus, any conjunction of two formulae in the normal form,�1(~x)^�2(~x), can be put in the form

Wi2I i(~x)^�(~x), where�(~x) is a conjunction of formulae'L(t(~x); t0(~x)). This
is almost in the normal form, buti may not imply thatt0(~x) is an immediate successor oft(~x) in the tree-order. If that
is the case, choose some termt00(~x) such thatt(~x) � t00(~x) � t0(~x). By a decomposition argument similar to the one
used in the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [67], there exists a finite sequence of pairs of star-free languages(L0j ; L00j ) such
that'L(t(~x); t0(~x)) is equivalent to

Wj('L0j (t(~x); t00(~x))^'L00j (t00(~x); t0(~x))). We can now propagate disjunction and
repeat the process until for all formulae of the form'L(t(~x); t0(~x)), i implies thatt0(~x) is an immediate successor oft(~x). This shows that any Boolean combination of formulae in the normal form can be put in the normal form itself.

Thus, the only nontrivial case is = 9x �(x; ~y). By induction, we can assume that� is in the required form. So
we have  = 9x _i (i(x; ~y) ^ ĵ �ij(x; ~y));
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where thei are tree-order descriptions, and the�ij(x; ~y)) are of the form'L(t(x; ~y); t0(x; ~y)). Thus, it suffices
to show how to eliminatex from �(~y) = 9x (x; ~y) ^ Vj 'Lj (tj(x; ~y); t0j(x; ~y)) where is a complete tree-order
description, allLjs are star-free, and eachtj ; t0j is a�;u-term, such that implies thatt0j is an immediate successor oftj in the tree-order. We can further assume without loss of generality that for every pair of termstj ; t0j , there is at most
one formula of the form'Lj (tj ; t0j) in the conjunction (if not, one can take the intersection of all the languages in such
formulae for these two terms, which will still be star-free). Furthermore, assume sets one of theyl to � (if not, add
an extra variable and set it to� in ). Let 0(~y) be the restriction of to ~y (that is, complete tree-order description of
Tree(~y) implied by).

We now consider four cases, depending on the relationship betweenx and Tree(~y) which is implied by(x; ~y).
First, assume that(x; ~y) implies thatx is a node in Tree(~y), that is,� or yi u yj for somei; j. In this case ev-
ery term of the formx u yk can be rewritten as a term that only uses~y variables, and every formula of the form'Lj (tj(x; ~y); t0j(x; ~y)) is thus equivalent to a disjunction of formulas'Lj (�j(~y); � 0j(~y)), where�j ; � 0j are the result of
eliminatingx from tj ; t0j . Thus,� is equivalent to a disjunction of formulas of the form0(~y)^Vj 'Lj (�j(~y); � 0j(~y)).

In the second case,(x; ~y) implies thatx is not a prefix of anyyk from ~y, and that the meet ofx and~y is a nodeyi u yj in Tree(~y). In this case we may have a formula of the form'L(yi u yj ; x) as a conjunct in�. The case
is handled just as the previous one, except that we need to deal with the formula'L(yi u yj ; x) (which is the only
formula in this case that mentionsx). The existence ofx satisfying it is guaranteed iff there exists a string inL with a
first symbola such that(yi u yj) � a is not a prefix of any string in~y. Hence we can replace'L(yi u yj ; x) by_a k̂ :'a��(yi u yj ; yk);
where the conjunction is over allk for whichyk is an immediate successor ofyiuyj in the tree-order and the disjunction
is over all symbolsa for whichL \ a�� 6= ;.

For the remaining two cases, we need the fact that star-free languages are closed under concatenation. Hence, for
star-free languagesL0 andL00 there exists a star-free languageL such that the following is true: for any two stringss0 � s1, it is the case that there is a strings with s0 � s � s1, s� s0 2 L0 ands1 � s 2 L00 iff s1 � s0 2 L.

The proof is straightforward from the fact that star-free languages are precisely those first-order definable in string
models [54].

Next, we consider the case when implies thatx is in the prefix closure of~y, but not a node of Tree(~y). That
is, we have two nodess0 = yi u yj ; s1 = yk u yl of Tree(~y) such that there are no other nodes of Tree(~y) between
them, ands0 � x � s1. Notice that any�;u-termt in x; ~y that involvesx can be rewritten as an equivalent term� in
variables~y or byx. Thus, there are at most two formulae of the form'Lj where terms mentionx: these are'L0(s0; x)
and'L00(x; s1) for some star-freeL0; L00. Hence,�(~y) is equivalent to0(~y) ^ m̂ 'Lm(�m(~y); � 0m(~y)) ^ 9x ((s0 � x � s1) ^ 'L0(s0; x) ^ 'L00(x; s0));
where the big conjunction is over formulae'Lj and terms do not mentionx. By the claim, there is a star-free languageL such that9x ((s0 � x � s1) ^ 'L0(s0; x) ^ 'L00(x; s0)) is equivalent tos1 � s0 2 L, that is,'L(yi u yj ; yk u yl),
which shows that�(~y) can be put in the required form.

The last case is when specifies thatx is not in the prefix closure of~y, and the meet ofx and Tree(~y) is a strings between two nodes of Tree(~y). That is, for two consecutive nodess0 = yi u yj ; s1 = yk u yl of Tree(~y) we haves0 � xus1 � s1. In particular,xus1 = xuyk = xuyl. We thus have formulae'L1(s0; xuyk); 'L2(xuyk ; yluyk)
and'L0(xu yk; x) as conjuncts of�, for some star-free languagesL1; L2; L0. We may assume that other subformulae
of the form'L do not mentionx. Let�(~y) be the conjunction of all those other subformulae. Then�(~y) is equivalent
to _a2� 9z0(~y) ^ (s0 � z � s1) ^ �(~y) ^ 'L1(s0; z) ^ 'L2\(a��)(z; s1) ^ 9x(z � x ^ 'L0�a��(z; x))
(z plays the role ofx u s1, and the disjunction ensures that the first letters ofs1 � z andx � z are different). Let�0 = fa 2 � j L0 � a�� 6= ;g. Then we obtain that�(~y) is equivalent to_a2�0 0(~y) ^ 9z(s0 � z � s1) ^ �(~y) ^ 'L1(s0; z) ^ 'L2\(a��)(z; s1);
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from whichz can be eliminated just as in the previous case. This concludes the proof. 2
We now give an illustration of the normal form. Suppose we have a formula (x; y) = 9z (z � x^z � y^La(z)).

In other words, there is a proper prefix ofx u y whose last letter isa. LetL be the language that consists of strings
that have such a prefix. It is a star-free languages, since it is definable by an FO formula over string models:9i9j (i <j ^ Pa(i)).

To produce the normal form for , we consider four different possibilities forx andy: x = y, x � y, y � x, andx 6� y; y 6� x; x 6= y, and for each we state that the meet ofx andy, in the corresponding tree, belongs toL. That is,
the formula is: �(� � x ^ x = y) ^ 'L(�; x)�_ �(� � x ^ x � y) ^ 'L(�; x)�_ ��� � y ^ y � x) ^ 'L(�; y)�_ ��� � x u y ^ :(x � y) ^ :(y � x) ^ :(x = y)) ^ 'L(�; x u y)� :
3.2.2 Quantifier Elimination

Let S+ be the expansion ofS to the signature that contains�, u and a binary predicatePL for each star-free languageL. Note thatS+ is a definableexpansion ofS, as all additional functions and predicates are definable. From the
normal form we now immediately obtain:

Theorem 3.5 S+ admits quantifier elimination.

Remark. As mentioned above, there is no need to nest theu-operator. Therefore,S+ can be turned into a re-
lational signature that admits quantifier elimination as follows. For each star-freeL, let P 0L be the set of tuples(s1; s2; s3; s4) of strings for whichPL(u(s1; s2);u(s3; s4)). Note, thatu(s1; s2) � u(s3; s4) can be expressed asP��(u(s1; s2);u(s3; s4)). It is straightforward to check that this signature admits quantifier elimination. In the same
way, the quantifier elimination results in the remainder of the paper can be turned into quantifier-elimination results in
a relational signature.

Note also thatS+ could be considered as an expansion ofS with either functionsla or predicatesLa in the
signature. In the latter case, predicatesLa are not needed asLa(x) iff P��a(�; x).

Another corollary of the normal form is that in the language of S, it suffices to use only bounded quantification.
That is, we introducebounded quantifiersof the form9x � y and8x � y (where9x � y 'means9x x � y^'), and
let FOb(S) be the restriction of FO(S) to formulae'(y1; : : : ; yk) in which all quantifiers are of the formQx � yi.
From the normal form and the fact that each'L can be defined with bounded quantifiers, we obtain:

Corollary 3.6 FOb(S) = FO(S).
Finally, we characterizeS-definable subsets of�� and(��)k. Given a subsetR � (��)k and a permutation� onf1; : : : ; kg, by�(R) we mean the setf(s�(1); : : : ; s�(k)) j (s1; : : : ; sk) 2 Rg.

Corollary 3.7

a) A languageL � �� is definable inS iff it is star-free.

b) The class of relations definable overFO(S) is the minimal class containing the empty set,f�g, fag, for a 2 �,�, u, and closed under Boolean operations, Cartesian product, permutation, and the operation� defined byL1 � L2 = f(s1; s1 � s2) j s1 2 L1; s2 2 L2g for L1; L2 � ��.

Proof. a)S+ formulae in one free variable are Boolean combinations ofPL(�; x), forL star-free, and thus they define
only star-free languages.

b) For one direction notice that�, fag, �, u are definable in FO(S), and that FO(S) is closed under Boolean
operations, permutation and Cartesian product. The closure under� is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.3 asL1 � L2
corresponds tof(x; y) j 'L1(�; x) ^ 'L2(x; y)g. The other direction follows from the normal form. 2

Note that the projection operation is not needed in the closure result above.
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3.2.3 Automata

We now give an automaton model characterizing definability in FO(S). This automaton model corresponds exactly to
the counter-free variant ofregular prefix automatonas defined in [4].

Let us recall the definition of regular prefix automata. LetA be a finite non-deterministic automaton on strings with
state setQ, transition relation� and initial stateq0. We construct fromA an automaton̂A = (�; Q; q0; F; �) acceptingn-tuples~w = (w1; � � � ; wn) of strings in the following way.F is a subset ofQn which denotes the accepting states
of Â. Let pre�x(~w) be the set of all prefixes of allwi. A run of Â over ~w is a mappingh from pre�x (~w) toQ which
assigns to every node� 2 pre�x (~w) a stateq 2 Q such thath(�) = q0 and,� = la(�) impliesh(�) 2 �(h(�); a).
The run is accepting if(h(w1); � � � ; h(wn)) 2 F . Then-tuple ~w is accepted bŷA if there is an accepting run of̂A
over ~w. See [4] for more details.

For each finite non-deterministic automatonA a corresponding automaton̂A is called aregular prefix automaton
(RPA). The subset of(��)n, n 2 N, it defines is called aregular prefix relation(RPR).

We say thatÂ is counter-free (CF-PA) ifA is counter-free. The following shows that the relations definable in
FO(S) are exactly those recognizable by a CF-PA.

Proposition 3.8 A relation is definable inFO(S) if and only if it is definable by a counter-free prefix automaton.

Proof. One direction follows from Corollary 3.7 as it is easy to verify that counter-free prefix automata can recognize
the empty set,f�g, fag a 2 �, f(u; v) j u � vg, f(u; v; w) j u u v = wg, and are closed under Boolean operations,
Cartesian product, permutation, and�.

For the opposite direction let̂A be a CF-PA accepting the relationR of arity n. We show thatR can be defined by
an FO(S) formula'. LetQ be the set of states ofA. If q1; q2 are two states inQ, letL(q1; q2) be the set of stringsw
such thatA can get from stateq1 to stateq2 by readingw. BecauseA is counter-freeL(q1; q2) is a star-free language.

The formula' is a disjunction over formulae(~x) ^  (~x), where cycles through all complete tree-order
descriptions. Each formula (~x) is a disjunction over all possible assignments of states to the (at most2n) strings of
Tree(~x). For each such assignment it checks that the vector of statesat~x is accepting and that the states are consistent,
i.e., that, for each pair(y; z) of successive elements of Tree(~x), the path fromy to z fulfills PL(q1; q2) whereq1 andq2 are the states aty andz in the assignment under consideration, respectively. 2
3.2.4 VC-dimension and Isolation

We defined the notions of isolation and VC dimension in Section 2; these notions are very important for the database
part of the paper, as they provide strong bounds on the expressiveness of various relational calculi. The notion of finite
VC-dimension, coming originally from statistics and machine learning [5], is of independent interest, as it states that
families definable over some structures on strings could be learned effectively.

We have seen thatSlen has infinite VC-dimension. It turns out that all other structures we consider here, have
finite VC-dimension. To prove this, we have to introduce somenew machinery, which is presented next. After that,
we show thatS has finite VC-dimension.

Lemma 3.9 LetM be a model with the isolation property. Then its definable families have finite VC-dimension.

Proof. We give two proofs of this result, one is complexity-theoretic and one is model-theoretic. We start with the
complexity-theoretic proof. Assume thatM does not have finite VC dimension. By [51] it has theindependence
property, and by [63], there is a single formula'(~x; ~y) (in fact,'(~x; y)) that has the independence property: that is,
for everyn, there is a setFn � M of sizen such that for everyX � Fn, there is~xX such that for anyy0 2 Fn,'(~xX ; y0) iff y0 2 X .

Next consider an expansion ofM with one unary predicateU , and one binary predicateE. Let� be8v; w�E(v; w)! (U(v) ^ U(w))�^ :9~s1; ~s2� 8vU(v)$ ('(~s1; v) _ '(~s2; v))^ 8v; w (U(v) ^ U(w) ^ '(~s1; v) ^ '(~s2; w))! :E(v; w) � :
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The first conjunct says thatE is a graph whose nodes are in the setU . The second says that, assumingU � Fn, there
cannot be two subsets ofU such that there are noE-edges between them. Thus, ifU is a finite subset ofFn, � says
thatE is connected.

The isolation property [8, 32] implies that� can be expressed by a sentence	 of the formQz1 2 U : : : Qzl 2U�(~z) over all finite U , where� is a Boolean combination ofE;U -atomic formulae, and formulae(~z) in the
language ofM .

Next, for eachn, fix a 1-to-1 mapping� : f1; : : : ; ng ! Fn and for each appearing in	, definePn (~z) onf1; : : : ; ng to contain all the tuples~n such that(�(~n)) is true. Let then	n be the sentence in the language ofE
and allPn of the formQz1 : : : Qzl�0 where�0 is obtained from� by replacing eachU(�) by true, and each(~z) byPn (~z). It then follows that for a graphE on f1; : : : ; ng, E j= 	n iff E is connected. However, this implies that
connectivity is in non-uniform AC0, which is false [26]. This concludes the proof.

Second proof. We now give another, model-theoretic proof. For a formula'(~x; ~y) and setA � M , a'-type overA is a maximal consistent (w.r.t.Th(M)) set of formulae of the form'(~x;~a) with ~a a tuple overA. For~c in M andA as above, we can then talk about the'-type of~c overA, denotedtp'(~c=A).
Let'(~x; ~y) be a formula overM . We next show that there are integersn andK such that for any finite setA, there

are at mostKjAjn '-types overA.
To prove this we first claim that for each' there is a formula'(~x; ~z) and an integern such that for every finite

setA, and any vector~s, there is ann-element subsetX of A such thattp'(~s=A) is isolated bytp'(~s=X).
Indeed, assume that for some' there was no suchn and. Then for each and eachn there exists a finite setAn

and a vector~sn such that for any finite subsetX of An of size< n, tp'(~sn=An ) is not isolated bytp(~sn=X). Then,
by compactness, we get a pseudo-finite setW (the ultraproduct of the(An )n2N) and a vector~s (the ultraproduct of
the (~sn )n2N) in a model ofTh(M) such that for any finite setX of W , tp'(~s=W) is not isolated bytp(~s=X).
Then, by compactness again, we get another model ofTh(M) with a pseudo-finite setW and~s, such that for any
countable subsetX of W , tp(~s=W ) is not isolated bytp(~s=X), which contradicts isolation.

Now letK be2nj~zj
. It is easy to see thatn andK work. There are at mostjAjn subsetsX fromA of sizen. For

each fixed setX of sizen, there are at mostnj~zj formulae of the form(~x;~e) with ~e 2 X , and hence there are at mostK -types overX . Since the'-type of a vector~c from M is determined by the choice of the setX whose-type
isolates it and the-type of~c overX , it follows that there are at mostKjAjn types.

Now let C be the family definable by'(~x; ~y). If a finite setA is shattered by members ofC, then the number of'-types overA is 2jAj. Hence, arbitrarily large finite sets cannot be shattered byC. 2
Next, we show the following.

Proposition 3.10 Th(S) has the strong isolation property.

Proof. LetM be a model ofTh(S),W be a pseudo-finite set of elements ofM , anda 2M . We exhibit a finite subsetW0 of W such thattpM (a=W0) isolatestpM (a=W ).
Note that for each finite setX , the elements Meet(a;X);Meet�(a;X) and Meet+(a;X) can be described

by means of formulae of FO(S): Meet(a;X) is the largest prefix ofa which is in the prefix closure ofX ,
and Meet�(a;X), Meet+(a;X) are the nodes of Tree(X) (meets of two elements ofX) which are closest to
Meet(a;X). Hence, such elements exist forW , sinceW is pseudo-finite. Letw1; w2; w3; w4 2 W be such thatw1 u w2 = Meet�(a;W ) andw3 u w4 = Meet+(a;W ). TakeW0 = fw1; w2; w3; w4g.

We know that any formulae of FO(S) can be put in the normal form described in Proposition 3.4. Thus a type
of a overW is entirely defined by the tree structure ofa [ W and the paths between definable nodes of that tree.
If we fix W , we conclude that the paths between Meet(a;W ), Meet�(a;W ), Meet+(a;W ) anda completely definetpM (a=W ). BecausetpM (a=W0) already describes all the paths between Meet(a;W ), Meet�(a;W ), Meet+(a;W )
anda, the result follows. 2

Combining Proposition 3.10 and Lemma 3.9, we conclude that the modelS, unlikeSlen, has learnable definable
families.

Corollary 3.11 Every definable family inS has finite VC-dimension.
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3.3 A star-free algebra based onSleft
We now study an example of a star-free algebra, in which then-ary relations in the algebra are more complex than
those definable overS. Recall thatSleft = h��;�; (la)a2�; (fa)a2�i; that is, in this structure one can add characters
on the right as well as on the left.

Without the prefix relation, this structure was studied in [16, 60], as a model of queues. A quantifier-elimination
result was proved in [60], by extending quantifier-elimination for term algebras (in fact [60] showed that term algebras
with queues admit QE). However, as in the case ofS, which differs from strings as terms algebras in that it has the
prefix relation, the prefix relation complicates things considerably.

We start with the easy observation that FO(Sleft) expresses more relations that FO(S). Indeed, the graph offa,Fa = f(x; a � x) j x 2 ��g is not expressible in FO(S), which can be shown by a simple game argument. More
precisely, given a numberk of rounds, letn = 2k +1 and consider the game on the tuples(0n; 10n) and(0n+1; 10n).
By Corollary 3.6 it is sufficient to play on the prefixes of the participating strings. The duplicator has a trivial winning
strategy on the strings10n and a well-known winning strategy on0n versus0n+1.
3.3.1 Quantifier Elimination

LetS+left be the extension ofSleft with the same (definable) functions and predicates we added toS+ (that is, a constant� for the empty string, the binary functionu for the longest common prefix, the predicatePL(x; y) for each star-free
languageL), and the unary functionx 7! x� a, for eacha 2 � (which is also definable).

Theorem 3.12S+left admits quantifier elimination.

In the rest of the section, we prove Theorem 3.12. Let
S+ and
S+left be the first-order signature ofS+ andS+left,
respectively. LetM be an!-saturated model over
S+left elementary equivalent toS+left. It suffices to prove quantifier
elimination inM . Note thatM can have both finite and infinite strings.

We next need the following standard result:

Claim 1 If there exists a formula which does not admit quantifier elimination inM , then there exist two tuples of
elements inM which have the same atomic type but not the same type.

Proof of Claim 1.Let'(~x) 2 FO(S+left), and letQ enumerate all quantifier free formulae over
S+left realizable inM .

Let�'(~x1; ~x2) be the type asserting
V 2Q( (~x1)$  (~x2)) ^ :('(~x1)$ '(~x2)).

We show that if' is not equivalent to a quantifier-free formula then�' is satisfied inM . Towards a contradiction
assume�' is not satisfied inM . SinceM is !-saturated, by compactness it follows that there is a finite set J � Q
such that 8~x1 8~x2 [(î2J  i(~x1)$  i(~x2))! ('(~x1)$ '(~x2))]
holds inM . ForK � J let �K be

Vi2K  i ^Vi2J�K : i.
Let G be fI � J j M j= 8~x �I(~x) ! '(~x)g and� = WI2G �I . To get a contradiction we show that� is

equivalent to' in M . Let~c be a tuple ofM with M j= '(~c). LetL = fi 2 J j M j=  i(~c)g. If a tuple ~d fromM
satisfies�L then for eachi 2 J ,M j=  i(~c)$  i(~d). By the choice ofJ we can conclude thatM j= '(~c)$ '(~d),
henceM j= '(~d). ThereforeL 2 G andM j= �(~c). On the other hand, by the definition ofG and� it follows
immediately thatM j= �(~c) impliesM j= '(~c). Hence,' and� are equivalent inM , the desired contradiction. The
claim is proved. 2

Thus, to prove QE, we must show that every two tuples of elements ofM that have the same atomic type, have the
same type.

Define anice termof 
S+left as a term of the formt(x) = x� a+ b (meaning(x� a)+ b), wherea andb are finite
strings.

We define two relations� and�1 on tuples (of the same length) of strings as follows.� ~c � ~d for n-tuples~c and~d iff for all sequencesi1; : : : ; ik from f1; : : : ; ng and all sequencest1; : : : ; tk of nice
terms: atpS+(t1(ci1); : : : ; tk(cik )) = atpS+(t1(di1); : : : ; tk(dik )) :
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� (c0;~c) �1 (d0; ~d) for n-tuples~c, ~d and stringsc0; d0 iff for all sequencesi1; : : : ; ik from f1; : : : ; ng and all
sequencest1; : : : ; tk of nice terms:atpS+(c0; t1(ci1); : : : ; tk(cik )) = atpS+(d0; t1(di1); : : : ; tk(dik )) :

Of course,(c0;~c) � (d0; ~d) implies (c0;~c) �1 (d0; ~d), as the identity is a nice term. We will show that these two
relations coincide.

We will show in Lemma 3.14 a stronger result than what is needed by Claim 1 in order to prove Theorem 3.12.
Indeed we will show that� has the back-and-forth property. In order to simplify the strategy for the� game we first
show in Lemma 3.13 that it is enough to have a strategy for the�1 game. Lemma 3.13 is proved by rewriting rules on
the atomic formulas that get rid of nice terms containingc0.
Lemma 3.13 If (c0;~c) �1 (d0; ~d), then also(c0;~c) � (d0; ~d).

Once the equivalence of�1 and� is established, we will show that they have the back-and-forth property, from
which quantifier-elimination will follow.
Proof of Lemma 3.13.We start with a few observations. It is easy to see that for every atomic formula of FO(S+left),
there is an equivalent FO(S+left) formula in which every term is a meet of two nice terms (addition and subtraction
of t1 u t2 can be pushed back intot1 andt2, while multiple meets can be eliminated by adding disjunctions of tree-
ordering formulae considering all possible cases). Noticealso that atomic formulae of the formt � t0 wheret andt0
are terms are equivalent toP��(t; t0), andt � t0 is equivalent toP�+(t; t0). Thus, we can assume that no symbols�
and� occur.

We call a nice termt(x) = x� a+ b emptyif a = b = �.
The proof of Lemma 3.13 is done by rewriting atomic formulas in order to get rid of nice terms from one of the

variables. We will proceed by a case analysis based on the rewriting rules presented in the next 4 claims.
The first claim shows how to replace a single nice terms from a distinguished variables0. The proof is straightfor-

ward.

Claim 2 1. Lets; s0 be inM and leta; b be finite strings and letL be star-free. ThenPL(s; s0 � a + b) is true inM iff one of the following conditions holds.� s � b, ands0 � a+ (b� s) 2 L� a � s0, b � s andPL(s� b+ a; s0).
Notice that in the first case aboves is finite, and thus the condition overs0 is expressible inFO(S)).

2. Lets; s0 be inM and leta; b be finite strings and letL be star-free. ThenPL(s� a+ b; s0) is true inM iff one
of the following conditions holds.� a 6� s, b � s0 ands0 � b 2 L;� a � s andPL(s; s0 � b+ a).

The next claim shows how to get rid of terms of the formt(s) u s from distinguished variables.
Claim 3 Let s be an element ofM , t a nice term over
S+left . Let s0 = t(s) u s. There is a quantifier-freeFO(S+)
formula's;t(x; y) such that's;t(s; s0) and8x 's;t(x; y)! y = x u t(x) hold inM .

Proof of Claim 3.Let a, b finite strings such thatt(x) = x� a+ b. If s0 = s u (s� a+ b) is finite, then's;t(x; y) iss0 = (x u (x� a+ b)) ^ y = s0. Here,s0 = x u (x� a+ b) can be expressed in FO(S) by (s0 � x) ^ (s0 � b+ a �x)^V�2� :(s0 �� � x^ s0 ��� b+a � x). If s0 is infinite, then letn = jaj andm = jbj. We haveb � s, a � s, ands[n + i] = s[m+ i] for i 2 N. For givenn;m it is possible to define an FO(S) formula (x; y) which is true if and
only if y is maximal such thaty � x, jyj > m, andx(n+ i) = x(m+ i), wherei = jyj �m. Then we let's;t(x; y)
bea � x^ b � x^ (x; y). It is easy to verify that's;t(s; s0) holds and that's;t(x; y) impliesy = xu t(x). Finally,
by quantifier-elimination in FO(S+) 's;t can be made quantifier-free. 2

The following is the analog of the preceding claim for terms of the formt(s u s0).
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Claim 4 Lett; t0 be nice terms andL star-free. Assume that there are stringss, s0, s00 such thatPL(t(sus0); t0(sus00))
holds. Then there is anFO(S) formula �(x; y; z) such that�(s; s0; s00) holds and such that, for allr; r0; r00 in M ,�(r; r0; r00) impliesPL(t(r u r0); t0(r u r00)).
Proof of Claim 4.Let t(x) = x � a + b andt0(x) = x � a0 + b0. First of all, if PL(t(s u s0); t0(s u s00)) holds then
from Claim 2 we have either:

1. t(s u s0) � b0 and(s u s00)� a0 + (b0 � t(s u s0)) 2 L, or

2. a0 � s u s00, b0 � t(s u s0), andPL(t(s u s0)� b0 + a0; s u s00).
Consider the first case. Notice that it implies thatt(s u s0) is a finite string. Hence, the second condition says thatsu s00 2 L0, for the star-free setL0 of stringsz with z� a0 + (b0 � t(su s0)) 2 L. The first condition holds iff (a)a is

not a prefix ofs u s0 andb � b0 or (b)s u s0 is finite in which caset(s u s0) � b0 can be easily expressed in FO(S).
Consider now the second case. The conditionsa0 � su s00 andb0 � t(s u s0) can be easily expressed in FO(S). It

remains to expressPL(t(s u s0) � b0 + a0; s u s00). As before, we can assume that the first term is nice, i.e., we only
have to show howPL(t(s u s0); s u s00), wheret(x) = x� a+ b, can be expressed.

We distinguish two subcases.
If t(s u s0) is finite then the corresponding FO(S) formula is obtained similarly to the previous case.
Assume nowt(su s0) infinite. In this case, assu s0 is a prefix ofs (and thereforesu s0 � su s00 or su s00 � su s0

holds), it is sufficient to express that the suffix ofs u s00 relative to its prefix of lengthjs u s0j � jbj+ jaj is inL. This
can clearly be expressed in FO(S). 2

Let'(x; y) be an FO(S) formula. If inM , there is at most ones0 for eachs such that'(s; s0) holds, then we call' functional, as' defines a partial functionf' on M by f'(s) = s0 if '(s; s0) holds. Note that's;t of Claim 3 is
functional. We call a term of the formf'(x) where' is functional a
S-function term, if for eachs in M , f'(s) � s.
Let
S++left be the signature obtained from
S+left by adding all
S-function terms.

The next claim shows that in attempting to eliminate terms with “�” from distinguished variabley, it suffices to
deal with terms of a particularly simple form.

Claim 5 Let s be an element ofM . For every atomicFO(S+left) formula'(y; ~x) there is a quantifier-freeFO(S++left )
formula'0(y; ~x), such that for all~r fromM , '(s; ~r) holds if and only if'0(s; ~r) holds. We can also ensure thaty
appears in'0 only in terms of the formt(yu t0(xi)), wheret andt0 are nice terms, and in
S-function termst(f'(y)).
Furthermore, we can arrange that
S-function terms iny are the only
S-function terms in'0.
Proof of Claim 5.As mentioned before, we can assume w.l.o.g. that' only contains terms of the formt1(v1)u t2(v2),
wheret1; t2 are nice andv1; v2 are fromy; ~x. We first show, that every atomic formula (t(y) u t0(xi); t00(y; ~x)) can
be replaced by an equivalent formula 0(y; ~x) =_j  j(y; xi) ^  (tj(y u t0j(xi)); t00(y; ~x));
where the j are quantifier-free FO(S) formulae and thetj ; t0j are nice terms.

Let t(y) bey � a+ b andt0(xi) bexi � a0 + b0. To prove the above statement we consider three cases.

Case 1b � b0. Theny � a+ b u xi � a0 + b0 is b if a 6� y and(y u (xi � a0 + (b0 � b) + a))� a+ b, otherwise.

Case 2b0 � b. Theny � a + b u xi � a0 + b0 is (y � a + (b� b0)) u xi � a0) + b0. There are two subcases. Either(b� b0) � (xi � a0) and theny� a+ bu xi � a0+ b0 is ((y� a)u (xi � a0� (b� b0))) + b and we proceed as
in case 1. Otherwiseb 6� xi � a0 + b0 and thereforey � a+ b u xi � a0 + b0 is (b u (xi � a0 + b0)).

Case 3b andb0 are incomparable. Theny � a+ b u xi � a0 + b0 is justb u b0.
Next, we consider formulae of the form (t(y) u t0(y); t00(y; ~x)). In a completely analogous way, we can replace by a formula 0 of the form 0(y; ~x) = Wj  j(y; xi) ^  (tj(y u t0j(y)); t00(y; ~x)). By Claim 3, for eachj, there is

a functional FO(S) formula�j(y; x) such that�j(s; s u t0j(s)) holds and such that, for allr; r0 in M , �j(r; r0) holds
only if r0 = r u t0j(r).

Hence, each subformula (tj(y u t0j(y)); t00(y; ~x)) can be replaced by (tj(f�j (y)); t00(y; ~x)).
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The same reasoning can of course be used to transform formulae (t00(y; ~x); t(y) u t0(xi)) and (t00(y; ~x); t(y) ut0(y)). 2
Now we return to the proof of Lemma 3.13. Assume(c0;~c) �1 (d0; ~d). Recall that by Theorem 3.5, if two strings

satisfy exactly the same atomic formulae of
S+ , then they agree on all FO(S+) formulae.
By Claim 5 it is enough to prove that if(c0;~c) �1 (d0; ~d) then(c0;~c) and(d0; ~d) agree on all atomic
S+left formulae

that have one or two terms of the formt(y u t0(xi)) or t(f (y)), wheret; t0 are nice terms.
Let'(y; ~x) be an atomicS+left formula with two terms, where at least one of the terms is of the formt(y u t0(xi))

or t(f (y)). Assume that'(y; ~x) holds for(c0;~c) (the case where'(y; ~x) holds for(d0; ~d) is completely analogous).
Let t(z) = z � a+ b. We distinguish the following cases.

Case 1. One term of' is t(y u t0(xi)) or t(f (y)) and the other does not containy. Hence' is of one of the following
forms:

– PL(t(y u t0(xi)); t00(~x))
– PL(t00(~x); t(y u t0(xi)))
– PL(t(f (y)); t00(~x))
– PL(t00(~x); t(f (y)))

It follows from Claim 2 that in all these subcases one can get rid of the t term, e.g., by adding�b + a to the
other term. It is important here that, for a nice termt1, t1(x) 2 L is an FO(S) expressible property. Then the
claim follows from the assumption(c0;~c) �1 (d0; ~d).

Case 2.' is of the formPL(t1(y u t2(xi)); t3(y u t4(xj))). By Claim 4 there is an FO(S) formula � such that�(c0; t2(ci); t4(cj)) holds inM and �(r0; t2(ri); t4(rj)) implies PL(t1(r0 u t2(ri)); t3(r0 u t4(rj))), for all(r0; ~r) in M . By our assumption(c0;~c) �1 (d0; ~d) it follows thatPL(t1(y u t2(xi)); t3(y u t4(xj))) holds also
for (d0; ~d).

Case 3.' is of the formPL(t(y u t0(xi)); t00(f (y))) or of the formPL(t00(f (y)) u t(y; t0(xi))). Again by Claim
2 we can assume thatt00 is empty. Recall that by definition of
S-function termsf (y) � y and thereforef (y) u y = f (y). Hence, by applying Claim 4 (where we take one term as empty and s = y) we get a FO(S)
formula�(y; t0(xi)) such that� holds for(c0;~c) and, whenever�(y; t0(xi)) holds for(d0; ~d), then also' holds
for (d0; ~d). Again the claim follows from our assumption that(c0;~c) �1 (d0; ~d).

Case 4. Both terms of' are of the formt(f (y)). In this case, we also get an equivalent FO(S) formula by first applying
Claim 2 to get rid of one symbolt and then applying Claim 4.

This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.13. 2
Now we come back to the proof of Theorem 3.12. We actually prove the following which is stronger than what is

needed for quantifier-elimination.

Lemma 3.14� has the back-and-forth property inM .

As mentioned at the beginning of the proof of the theorem, thestatement of the theorem follows from the lemma,
as each type of the formatpS+(t1(ci1); : : : ; tk(cik )) is also an atomic type ofS+left.

Let~c and~d such that~c � ~d. Our goal is to show, that for eachc0, there isd0 such that(c0;~c) � (d0; ~d). By Lemma
3.13 it is enough to findd0 such that(c0;~c) �1 (d0; ~d).

By compactness, it suffices to show that for all finite sequencest1; : : : ; tk of terms and all sequencesi1; : : : ; ik
there is ad0 such that atpS+(c0; t1(ci1); : : : ; tk(cik )) = atpS+(d0; t1(di1 ); : : : ; tk(dik )):

Let therefore such sequences andc0 be fixed. LetT be Tree(ftj(cij ) j j � kg). LetT 0 be the corresponding tree

for ~d. Letw = Meet(c0; T ),N = Meet+(c0; T ) andP = Meet�(c0; T ).
Note that both of these last two strings are given by meets of terms in+ and� over~c. LetN 0 be the image ofN

in the other model (i.e. the corresponding term in~d), andP 0 be the image ofP . Notice that the inductive hypothesis
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~c � ~d guarantees that the ordering relation between meets of these terms inT is preserved when we look at the image
terms over~d andT 0. The inductive hypothesis also tells us that(N;P ) and(N 0; P 0) are equivalent as string models
(that is, models in the usual string signature plus an extra predicate for the shorter string); this is because these terms
satisfy all the same atomic formulae ofS+, which include allPLs.

Now letw0 be betweenN 0 andP 0 such that the pairs(N;w) and(N 0; w0), and(w;P ) and(w0; P 0), are elementary
equivalent as string models. Such a stringw0 exists because quantifier elimination overS+ (Theorem 3.5) implies that(M;N;P ) and(M;N 0; P 0) are elementary equivalent in the language ofS, and hence for anyw there isw0 such that
the equivalence extends to(M;N;P;w) and(M;N;P;w0). It is clear that such aw0 suffices.

Now, letd0 = w0 � (c0�w). We obviously have that(w; c0) and(w0; d0) are elementary equivalent as string models.
We can now check thatd0 is what we want. We have to show that Meet(d0; T 0), Meet�(d0; T 0) and Meet+(d0; T 0) arew0, P 0 andN 0 respectively, and that for every star-free languageL we have:PL(w0; d0) iff PL(w; c0), PL(P 0; w0) iffPL(P;w), andPL(w0; N 0) iff PL(w;N). All of these easily follow from the definition ofd0.

This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.14 and thus of Theorem 3.12. 2
From the previous theorem we get the following corollaries.First, the back-and-forth property of�1 gives us the

following normal form for FO(S+left) formulae.

Corollary 3.15 For everyFO(Sleft) formula�(x; ~y) there is anFO(S) formula�0(x; ~z) and a finite set of niceS+left
terms~t such that 8x~y (�(x; ~y)$ �0(x;~t(~y)))
holds inSleft.

Then Corollary 3.15 for the empty tuple~y and Corollary 3.7 imply:

Corollary 3.16 Subsets of�� definable overSleft are precisely the star-free languages.

For formulae in the language ofSleft (as opposed toS+left), we can show that bounded quantification suffices,
although the notion of bounded quantification is slightly different here from that used in the previous section. LetNp(s) be the prefix-closure offs � s1 + s2 j js1j; js2j � pg. ClearlyNp(s) is definable froms overSleft. We then
define FO�(Sleft) as the class of FO(Sleft) formulae'(~x) in which all quantification is of the form9z 2 Np(xi) and8z 2 Np(xi), wherexi is a free variable of' andp � 0 arbitrary.

Corollary 3.17 FO�(Sleft) = FO(Sleft).
Isolation and VC-dimension We now show that the results about isolation and VC-dimension extend fromS toSleft.
Proposition 3.18 Th(Sleft) has the isolation property.

Proof. LetM be a model ofTh(Sleft),W be a pseudo-finite set of elements ofM , anda 2M . Let p = tpM (a=W ).
We exhibit a countable subsetW0 of W such thattpM (a=W0) isolatestpM (a=W ).

Let ~e; ~f be finite tuples of finite strings, and letW (~e; ~f) = fw � e + f j w 2 W; e 2 ~e; f 2 ~fg. Letw1(~e; ~f); w2(~e; ~f); w3(~e; ~f); w4(~e; ~f) be elements ofW such that for somee1; e2 in ~e and somef1; f2 2 ~f ,(w1(~e; ~f)� e1 + f1) u (w2(~e; ~f)� e2 + f2) = Meet�(a;W (~e; ~f))
and likewise for somee3; e4; f3; f4 in ~e; ~f(w3(~e; ~f)� e3 + f3) u (w4(~e; ~f)� e4 + f4) = Meet+(a;W (~e; ~f)):

Take W0 =[fw1(~e; ~f); w2(~e; ~f); w3(~e; ~f); w4(~e; ~f)g;
where the union is taken over all finite tuples of finite strings. ClearlyW0 is countable. We claim thattpM (a=W0)
isolatestpM (a=W ).
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Suppose we havea0 with tpM (a0=W0) = tpM (a=W0). Note that by construction ofW0 and definition oftpM (a=W0) this implies thata0 has the same Meet� and Meet+ over eachW (~e; ~f) thata does. This also implies
that the type ofa0 � Meet(a0;W (~e; ~f)) is the same as fora, and similarly for the type of Meet+(a0;W (~e; ~f)) �
Meet(a0;W (~e; ~f)) and the type of Meet(a0;W (~e; ~f))�Meet�(a0;W (~e; ~f)).

We want to show thattpM (a0=W ) = tpM (a=W ). By quantifier elimination (Theorem 3.12) overSleft, it suffices
to show that they have the same atomic types overS+left.

From the remark above thata and a0 have the same meets and the same paths between those meets and
Meet+;Meet� and themselves it follows that whenever an atom of the formPL(t1 u t2; t3 u t4) holds fora, where
the ti are eithera or nice terms over~w and wheret1 u t2 is a direct predecessor oft3 u t4 in the tree defined byW ,
then it also holds fora0. By the normal form forS+ queries (Proposition 3.4) we can concludeatpS+(a; ~w�~e+ ~f) =atpS+(a0; ~w � ~e+ ~f), for all finite~e; ~f . Hence, by Claim 3.13 we get thattpM (a0=W ) = tpM (a=W ) have the same
atomic types overS+left, as required. 2

By Lemma 3.9, we obtain the following.

Corollary 3.19 Every definable family inSleft has finite VC-dimension.

3.4 A regular algebra extendingS
The previous sections presented star-free algebras with attractive properties. We now give an example of a regular
algebra that has significantlylessexpressive power than the rich structureSlen, and which shares some of the nice
properties (isolation, finite VC, QE) of the star-free algebras in the previous sections.

This algebra can be obtained by considering two possible ways of extending FO(S): the first is by adding the
predicatesPL for all regular languagesL; that is, predicatesPL(x; y) which hold forx � y such thaty � x 2 L,
whereL is a regular language. The second extension is by using monadic-second order logic instead of only first-order
logic. It turns out that these extensions define exactly the same algebra. We show this, and also show that the resulting
regular algebra shares the QE and VC-dimension properties of the star-free algebras defined previously.

Let Sreg = h��;�; (la)a2�; (PL)L regulari. Since it defines arbitrary regular languages in��, it is a proper

extension ofS. Every FO(Sreg)-definable set is definable overSlen, because the predicatesPL are definable inSlen
(the easiest way to see this is by using the characterizationof Slen definable properties via letter-to-letter automata).
Thus, we have:

Proposition 3.20 Subsets of�� definable overSreg are precisely the regular languages.

Let S+reg be the extension ofSreg with � andu. Most of the results aboutS andS+ from Section 3.2 can be
straightforwardly lifted toSreg andS+reg. For example, the normal form Proposition 3.4 holds forSreg if one replaces
“star-free” with “regular”: the proof given in Section 3.2 applies verbatim. In fact, similar normal form arguments, in
a slightly different form, were given in [52, 66]. We now obtain:

Theorem 3.21 (see [52])S+reg admits quantifier elimination.

The normal form result also shows that neither the functionsfa nor the predicateel are definable inSreg (the
latter can also be seen from the fact thatSreg has QE in a relational signature of bounded arity, andSlen does not;
for inexpressibility offa it suffices to apply the normal form results to pairs of strings of the form(1 � 0k; 0k): since1 � 0k u 0k = �, it is impossible to check if two sequences of zeros have the same length). One can also show, as in the
case ofS, that bounded quantification over prefixes is sufficient.

Furthermore, there is a close connection between FO-definability over Sreg andMSO-definability overS. It was
shown in [52] that MSO(S) = FO(Sreg):
This result was used in [52] to show that S2S and WS2S define thesame relations over the infinite binary tree. Here
S2S refers to the monadic second-order theory of the infinitebinary tree, and WS2S to the weak monadic theory (that
is, monadic second-order quantification is restricted to finite sets). Note that it follows from [58] that sets, rather than
arbitrary relations, definable in S2S and WS2S, are the same.

From the result of [52] it thus follows that the subsets of�� definable in MSO overSreg are precisely the regular
languages.
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3.4.1 Automata model, isolation, and VC dimension

It was proved in [4] that Regular Prefix Relations (RPR) (those definable by Regular Prefix Automata (RPA), intro-
duced in Section 3.2) are exactly those definable inMSO(S). Thus, the results of [4] and [52] give a characterization
of FO(Sreg).
Corollary 3.22 The relations definable inFO(Sreg) are exactly the RPR relations. Thus each relation definable in
FO(Sreg) is recognizable by a RPA.

The proof of the isolation property forS (Proposition 3.10) is unaffected by the change from star-freePL to regularPL. Thus, we obtain:

Corollary 3.23 Th(Sreg) has the isolation property, and definable families ofSreg have finite VC-dimension.

3.5 A regular algebra extendingSleft
We now give a final example of a regular algebra. LetSreg;left be the common expansion ofSleft andSreg, that
is, h��;�; (la)a2�; (fa)a2�; (PL)L regulari. SinceSreg cannot express the functionsfa, andSleft cannot define
arbitrary regular sets, we see thatSreg;left is a proper expansion ofSreg andSleft. Furthermore, allSreg;left-definable
sets areSlen-definable; the finiteness of VC dimension forSreg;left, shown below, implies that this containment is
proper, too.

Let S+reg;left be the common expansion ofS+left andSreg, that is, the expansion ofSreg;left with � andu. The
techniques of the previous sections can be used to show the following:

Theorem 3.24S+reg;left has quantifier-elimination. Furthermore,Th(Sreg;left) has the isolation property, and defin-
able families inSreg;left have finite VC-dimension.

Proof. We sketch the proof of QE. This is done by simply mimicking theproof of Theorem 3.12, but with the role
of S played now bySreg. Once again, we work in a saturated modelM , and define the equivalence relations� and�1 as in the proof of Theorem 3.12, but the atomic type is with respect toS+reg. We then show that�1 and� are the
same. This is done by proving the following modification of Claims 2, 3, 4, and 5, by substituting uniformlyS+reg;left
for S+left, andSreg for S. The property of star-free languages used in each these claims is just that ifL is star-free, anda andb are strings, then the set ofx such thatx�a+b 2 L is also star-free. This clearly holds with regular substituted
uniformly for star-free.

We then show that� has the back-and-forth property inM , which implies QE. The proof is the same as before,
but instead of elementary equivalence of string models in first-order logic, we consider their elementary equivalence
in monadic second-order logic. 2

Similarly toSleft, we derive from the proof of Theorem 3.24 the following normal form for Sreg;left formulae:

Corollary 3.25 For everyFO(Sreg;left) formula�(x; ~y) there is anFO(Sreg) formula�0(x; ~z) and a finite set of niceS+left terms~t such that 8x~y �(x; ~y)$ �0(x;~t(~y))
holds inSreg;left.

As we have seen earlier thatMSO(S) = FO(Sreg), one might ask if a similar result holds when insertion on the
left is allowed; that is, whetherMSO(Sleft) = FO(Sreg;left). Since theMSO-theory ofSleft is undecidable [67],
there is certainly no effective translation. And in fact onecan easily see that the two are different. Since the functiong : x 7! 0 � x � 1 is FO-definable inSleft, one can easily see that even weakMSO(Sleft), where set quantification is
restricted to finite sets, definesf0n1n j n � 0g, a non-regular set.

We conclude this section with a remark showing that arithmetic properties definable in structuresS;Sleft;Sreg;Sreg;left are weaker than those definable inSlen. As we mentioned earlier, under the binary encod-
ing,Slen gives us an extension of Presburger arithmetic; namely, it defines+ andV2, whereV2(x) is the largest power
of 2 that dividesx. But evenSreg;left is much weaker:

Proposition 3.26 Neither successor, nor order, nor addition, are definable inSreg;left (and hence inS;Sreg;Sleft).
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QE in relational signature

no QE in relational signature

SSleft Sreg;leftSreg
Slen

star-free algebras

regular algebras

Figure 1:Relationships betweenS;Sleft;Sreg;Sreg;left, andSlen.

Structure Signature Expansion with Expansion
quantifier-elimination nameSlen �; (la)a2�; el all unary relations & S(1;2)len
binary functionsS �; (la)a2� �; (la)a2�; �;u; S+(PL)L star�freeSleft �; (la)a2�; (fa)a2� �; (la)a2�; (fa)a2�; �; S+left(x � a)a2�;u; (PL)L star�freeSreg �; (la)a2�; (PL)L regular �; (la)a2�; �;u; (PL)L regular S+regSreg;left �; (la)a2�; (fa)a2�; (PL)L regular �; (la)a2�; (fa)a2�; �; S+reg;left(x � a)a2�;u; (PL)L regular

Definition ofPL: (x; y) 2 PL iff x � y andy � x 2 L.

Table 1: Summary of quantifier-elimination results

Proof. Since order is definable from addition, and successor from order, it suffices to show that successor is not
definable. Letxk = 10k; yk = 1k; that is, under the binary encoding,x is the successor ofy. We show thatf(xk; yk) j k > 0g is not definable inSreg;left.

Assume it were; by Corollary 3.25 we get a set of nice termsti(y) = y � ai + bi and a formula�(x; ~z) overSreg
such that�(x;~t(y)) is true iff for somek, x = xk andy = yk. For sufficiently largek, ~t(yk) consists of strings of the
form ci � 1k�pi whereci andpi depend on~t only. As ci � 1k�pi � 1pi is ci � yk, there is a formula�(x; z1; : : : ; zl) ofSreg (wherel is the length of~t) such that�(x; ~z) is true iff for some big enoughk, x = xk andzi = ci � yk.

We now show that for sufficiently largek, depending on�, if �(xk ; c1yk; : : : ; clyk) is true, then for somem > k,�(xm; c1yk; : : : ; clyk) is true. Clearly this will suffice. For this we use the normal form forSreg which is analogous
to Proposition 3.4 except thatL in PL could be regular. Note that for sufficiently largek0, and anyk;m � k0,
Tree(xk ;~c �yk) is isomorphic (as a tree) to Tree(xm;~c �yk). In particular, the predecessor ofxk (andxm) in such a tree
is its meet with one ofci � yk, sayc1 � yk. Such a meet is1 if c1 = �, or a prefix ofc1 if c1 6= �. Thus,xk � (xk u c1yk)
is eitherxk or a string0p for p � k�jc1j, with p depending only onc1. (The same is true when one replacesk bym).

LetPL be the formula describing the segment(x u c1y; x) in the normal form for� (we may assume w.l.o.g. that
there is only one such formula; if there are several, one can combine them into one by taking the intersection of the
languages). Pickk1; k2 > k0 such thatxk1 � (c1yk1 u xk1) is in L iff xk2 � (c1yk1 u xk2) is. It follows from the
description of those meets given above that suchk1; k2 always exist. Now it is immediate from the normal form result
that�(xk1 ; c1yk1 ; : : : ; clyk1) iff �(xk2 ; c1yk1 ; : : : ; clyk1), which finishes the proof. 2

Figure 1 and Table 1 summarize the results of this section.
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4 String query languages

The goal of this section is to study relational calculi basedon the five structures considered in the previous section.
Note, however, that most of the previous research on string query languages used concatenation as the main string
operation. We give a few simple results indicating that our main goals of getting a low complexity language with an
adequate notion of relational algebra cannot be achieved ifwe include concatenation as a primitive. After that, we
explain how operations used inS;Sleft;Sreg;Sreg;left;Slen are related to SQL string operations, and present properties
of relational calculi based on these structures. Most of these are based on model-theoretic properties of the five
structures established in Section 3.

4.1 Problematic concatenation

Most earlier papers considered relational calculus with concatenationRCconcat , that is,RC(SC; h��;
i) where

has the operation of concatenation, and constant symbols for eacha 2 �. This language is extremely attractive
in terms of compositionality: given queriesQ andQ0 returning sets of strings, one can substituteQ andQ0 within
regular-expressions to form newLIKE queries. However, as noticed in [40], for� = f0; 1; ]g, RCconcat expresses
all computable queries on databases containing strings from f0; 1g� (see [61] for a proof). In fact, it is easy to show a
somewhat stronger result which only requires two letters in�.

Proposition 4.1 Let � contain at least two letters. ThenRCconcat expresses all computable queries on databases
over��.

Proof. We first show that all computable predicates onf0; 1g� are expressible. We follow the lines of [61], Chapter
III, Theorem 12.4, which uses an extra symbol] to encode a Turing machine computation inRCconcat . LetM be a
Turing machine. LetQ = fq2; � � � ; qmg be the set of states ofM , q2 being the initial state. At stepi of the execution
of M over an inputx, the configuration ofM can be represented by a stringui]�ivi, ui; vi 2 f0; 1g�, whereui is the
tape content left of the head,vi is the content of the current position and the positions right of the current position, andq�i is the current state. Let'M (x) be the formula ofRCconcat which states the existence of a stringw 2 f0; 1; ]g�
which will represent the computation ofM onx. This is done as follows:

1. w = ]�0v0]u1]�1v1] � � � ]un]�nvn, for somen, whereui; vi 2 f0; 1g�.
2. v0 = x, �0 = 2.

3. if ui]�vi]ui+1]�vi+1 is a substring ofw thenui+1]�vi+1 represents the configuration after executingM , for
one step, from the configuration represented byui]�vi.

4. q�n is an accepting state ofM .

All the points enumerated above can be checked inRCconcat [61]. It is also easy to see that the existence of such
a stringw is equivalent to the acceptance ofx byM .

In order to remove the extra symbol], the formula'M (x) also states the existence of a stringx] of the form10k1,
such that none of the stringsui; vi contains0k as a substring. As the computation is finite, such a string always exists
and it can easily be distinguished from theui andvi. The formula then states the existence of a stringw0 of the formx�0] v0x]u1x�1] v1x] � � �x]unx�n] vn and condition 3 is changed analogously.

Since all computable predicates onf0; 1g� are expressible, there is a one-to-one mappingf : N ! f0; 1g� such
that the image of addition and multiplication underf is expressible in FO overh��; �; 0; 1i. It is known (see [50],
Chapter 3), that relational calculus overhN;+; �i expresses all computable queries over finite databases (simply by
coding finite databases with numbers). Hence, the same coding will apply toRCconcat , showing that it expresses all
computable queries. 2

In databases, we are accustomed to relational calculus having limited expressiveness; then the queries can be
analyzed and often good optimizations can be discovered. This is certainly not the case here; moreover, there is no
hope of finding a syntax for safe queries.

Corollary 4.2 Let � contain at least two letters. Then there is no effective syntax for safe queries inRCconcat .
Furthermore, the state-safety problem is undecidable forRCconcat .
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Proof. This follows from [64]. Indeed from Proposition 4.1,RCconcat is Turing-complete and thus the structure of
[64] in which there is no safe syntax for safe queries, and in which state-safety is undecidable is definable. 2

Note that when� has one symbol,h��; �i is essentiallyhN;+i, and there exists effective syntax for safe queries,
and state-safety is decidable [64].

4.2 Basic string operations in SQL

When looking at existing SQL string operations, the most often-used operation isLIKE pattern-matching. It allows
one to say, for example, that a given string is a prefix of another string and also that a string has a fixed string as a
substring.LIKE patterns are built from alphabet letters, and characters% (which matches any string, including�), and
_ (which matches a single letter). For example, the patternab_c% matches any string whose first letter isa, second isb, and fourth isc. Matching withLIKE can be expressed in first-order logic overS: indeed, withLIKE one can only
define star-free languages, which are FO-definable inS.

Another important SQL string operation is the lexicographic ordering�lex, which, as we saw earlier, is also
expressible inS.

SQL also allows trimming/adding symbols on both left and right of a string. We know that trimming/adding
symbols on the right (operationla and its inverse) is expressible overS, but adding/trimming on the left (operationfa and its inverse) is not. This motivated the study of the structureSleft; it corresponds toLIKE pattern matching,
lexicographic ordering, and arbitrary trimming/adding operators of SQL.

The operatorLIKE checks membership in a star-free language. The new SQL standard [41] introduces an arbitrary
regular expression pattern-matching by a new operator calledSIMILAR. Adding this operator corresponds to going
from S to Sreg or Sleft to Sreg;left: in both cases, the addition means that the one-dimensionaldefinable families
become regular instead of star-free.

Finally, SQL has a string-length operation calledLEN. Since this does not return a string, we turn it into a pure
string operation that compares lengths of strings:el(x; y) is true if jxj = jyj. Thus,Slen corresponds to a set of SQL
operations that includesLIKE, lexicographic ordering and length comparison. Furthermore, sinceSlen subsumesSleft;Sreg andSreg;left, the operatorSIMILAR and trimming/adding on the left are expressible overSlen.

4.3 Expressive power and complexity

In this section we study expressiveness and complexity of the five relational calculi. We obtain a number of collapse
results using the isolation property shown in the first part of the paper, and establish complexity bounds, both in the
cases with and without collapse.

4.3.1 Relational calculus overS
Our goal here is to get bounds on the expressiveness and data complexity for queries inRC(S). The main tool used
is a collapse result, Theorem 4.3, in the spirit of those produced for constraint databases [10, 8]. Recall that relational
calculus over a domainRC(M) admitsrestricted quantifier collapseif everyRC(SC;M) formula'(~x) is equivalent
to a formula'0(~x) in which SC-predicates occur only within the scope of active domain quantifiers 9x 2 adom
and8x 2 adom. It admits the natural-active collapse if every formula is equivalent to one with only active-domain
quantifiers.

We already mentioned that the isolation property implies restricted quantifier collapse [8, 32]. From the QE ofS+
we also get

Theorem 4.3 RC(S) admits restricted quantifier collapse, andRC(S+) admits the natural-active collapse.

Another quantifier-restriction result is given in the following corollary. ExtendRC(SC;S) with quantifiers of the
form9x�adom and8x�adom, whose meaning is as follows. Given a formula'(x; ~y), an interpretation~a for ~y, and
a databaseD, 9x�adom '(x;~a) states that there exists a stringc making'(c;~a) true such that eitherc � ai for ai
a component of~a, or c � b whereb is in adom(D). Since bounded quantification suffices forS formulae (Corollary
3.6), we obtain:

Corollary 4.4 EveryRC(SC;S) formula is equivalent to a formula that only uses quantifiers9x�adom and8x�adom.
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We note that a a straightforward corollary of Theorem 4.3 shows that the data complexity forRC(S) matches that
of pure relational calculus.

Corollary 4.5 The data complexity ofRC(S) is in AC0. In particular, neither parity nor connectivity test is express-
ible inRC(S).
Proof. By Corollary 4.4 we can assume that a given query'(~x) is of the formQ~y 2 adom

WV�i(~x; ~y) where
each�i is either an atomic or negated atomicSC-formula, or anS formula, in which all quantification is restricted to
prefixes of~x; ~y. The proof then follows the standard proof of AC0 data complexity for the relational calculus (see, for
example, [1]), and one only has to prove that eachS formula can be evaluated in AC0.

Suppose�(z1; : : : ; zk) is anS formula in which all quantification is restricted to prefixesof zis. With~z, associate
a structureS~z of the signature consisting of unary predicatesZi; (Pa)a2�;# and a binary predicate< as follows:
the domain isf1; : : : ;Mg, whereM = Pi jzij + (k � 1), and the interpretation of< is standard. The firstjz1j
elements belong toZ1, followed by an element that belongs to#, followed by jz2j elements that belong toZ2 etc.
The membership inPa is determined by the corresponding symbol in thezis. To show that� can be evaluated in
AC0, it is enough to show that there is a FO(BIT; <) sentence� such thatS j= �(~z) iff S~z j= �. This is done by a
straightforward induction on the structure of�, as one can encode the prefix relation overS~z using the definability of+ and� in FO(BIT; <) (cf. [47]). 2

Another corollary concerns the expressive power of genericqueries. Recall that a query isgenericif it commutes
with permutations on the domain; in other words, it is independent of specific elements stored in a database.

Every query expressible in pure relational calculus is generic. Examples of other generic queries are parity test
and graph connectivity test; these are well known to be inexpressible in relational calculus.

Combining Theorem 4.3 with the active generic collapse [10], we obtain:

Corollary 4.6 Every generic query expressible inRC(S) is already expressible inRC(<), relational calculus over
ordered databases.

With respect to time complexity Corollary 4.5 only gives a polynomial upper bound. We show next that for unary
databases we get a much stricter complexity result. We call adatabase schemaSC unary if it only contains unary
relation names. We next show that queries over unary databases can be evaluated in linear time. This is because a
unary database can be transformed into a tree, and a query canbe transformed into a first-order sentence over the tree,
which can then be evaluated by a tree automaton. More precisely, we have:

Proposition 4.7 LetSC be unary. Then every BooleanRC(SC;S)-query can be evaluated in linear time in the size
of the database.

Proof. Let SC be unary. We define a representation ofSC-databases by finite labeled trees as follows. LetR1; : : : ; Rm be the relation names ofSC. Let, for simplicity,� be f0; 1g. Let X = fx1; : : : ; xkg be a set of
variables. For a finite databaseD overSC and a vector~a = a1; : : : ; ak of strings from�� the (finite) treet = t(D;~a)
is defined as follows.� The set of vertices oft is pre�x(D;~a).� Each vertexv of t is labeled by a 0-1-vector~r(v) = (r1(v); : : : ; rm(v)), whereri(v) = 1 if and only if v 2 Ri.� Each vertexv is labeled by a subsetX(v) of X , wherexi 2 X(v) if and only if ai = v.

It should be pointed out that all leavesv of t(D;~a) carry a label~r(v) with at least one non-zero entry or a labelX(v) which is not the empty set.
It is straightforward that, for eachRC(SC;S)-formula' (with prefix quantification) there is a first-order formula'0 on labeled trees (represented as finite structures in the usual way) such that for eachSC-databaseD and each vector~a = a1; : : : ; ak of strings,(D;~a) j= ' if and only if t(D;~a) j= '0. In the case of Boolean queries,k equals 0. As

it is well-known that even MSO-sentences can be evaluated inlinear time on labeled trees (e.g., via the simulation of
suitable tree automata, see [67]), we can conclude the desired complexity bound. 2

From Lemma 4.20 below and the results of [56] it follows that safe unaryRC(SC;S)-queries (i.e., with one free
variable) can be evaluated in linear time in the size of the database. By combining this with the techniques of [62] it
can be shown that, in general,k-ary queries can be evaluated in timeO(nk) for databases of sizen.
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4.3.2 Relational calculus overSlen
We have seen that query evaluation for relational calculus overS has low complexity. However, many useful queries
of low complexity, such as the query that appends a fixed string on the left of a given column, are not expressible inS. Hence we examine the addition of the equal length predicate, that is, relational calculus overSlen. Throughout this
section, we again assume that the alphabet has at least two symbols (as over the one-symbol alphabet, equal length is
simply equality and thus does not give us any extra power).

To analyze the expressive power and complexity ofSlen, we again make use of a normal-form result for queries. In
this case it is no longer sufficient to quantify over prefixes of strings in the active domain; however a different restricted
quantification suffices.

We introduce quantifiers9 jxj � adom and8 jxj � adom to be interpreted as follows. Given a formula'(~y),
a databaseD and an interpretation~a for ~y, a subformula9 jxj � adom �(x; �) is satisfied if there exists a stringc
satisfying�(c; �) such that the length ofc does not exceed the length of the longest string inadom(D) and~a. We
call theselength-restricted quantifiers. Note that they are just a notational convenience, as they can be expressed inRC(Slen). Moreover, they capture the expressiveness ofRC(Slen):
Proposition 4.8 EveryRC(SC;Slen) formula is equivalent to a formula that uses only length-restricted quantifiers.

Proof. For anSC-databaseD and a tuple of strings~s, we use the notation# (D;~s) for fs0 j 9s 2 adom(D) [ ~s :js0j � jsjg, andS[D;~s] for the structure with the universe#(D;~s) in the language ofSlen plus theSC-relations, plus
constants for the elements of~s. We writeSlen(D;~s) for the structure in the same language whose universe is��. Letm be the maximum arity of any relation name ofSC.

We write(D1; ~s1) �k (D2; ~s2) if the duplicator has a winning strategy in thek-round Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé game
onSlen(D1; ~s1) andSlen(D2; ~s2), and(D1; ~s1) �bk (D2; ~s2) if the duplicator has a winning strategy in thek-round
Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé game onS[D1; ~s1] andS[D2; ~s2]. We claim that�bk+m+1 refines�k. By the Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé
theorem (cf. [27, 47]), this implies the result, as both equivalence relations are of finite index, each class of�bk+m+1
is definable with length-restricted quantifiers, and eachRC(Slen) query of quantifier rankk is a union of�k-classes.

We now describe the winning strategy for the duplicator fork moves in the game onSlen(D1; ~s1) andSlen(D2; ~s2).
Let lj be the maximum length of a string inS[Dj ; ~sj ]; j = 1; 2. In response to each move, sayai 2 Slen(D1; ~s1) by
the spoiler, the duplicator produces, in addition to his responsebi 2 Slen(D2; ~s2), two extra elementsa0i 2 S[D1; ~s1]
andb0i 2 S[D2; ~s2]. This is done as follows. Suppose the rounds1; : : : ; i�1 have already been played, and the spoiler
playsai 2 Slen(D1; ~s1).

There are two cases. Ifai 2 S[D1; ~s1], then a0i = ai, and the duplicator looks at the position(a01; : : : ; a0i�1; a0i); (b01; : : : ; b0i�1) in the game onS[D1; ~s1] andS[D2; ~s2], and selectsb0i 2 S[D2; ~s2] according
to his winning strategy. He then setsbi = b0i.

In the other case, we haveai 62 S[D1; ~s1], that is,jaij > l1. Let a0i be the prefix ofai of lengthl1. As before, the
duplicator now looks at the configuration(a01; : : : ; a0i�1; a0i); (b01; : : : ; b0i�1) in the game onS[D1; ~s1] andS[D2; ~s2],
and selectsb0i as the response toa0i. Note thatb0i is of lengthl2. Indeed, since the duplicator can play in the game onS[D1; ~s1] andS[D2; ~s2] for k +m + 1 moves, for every move up tok his response to a string of lengthl1 must be
a string of lengthl2, for otherwise with the nextm + 1 moves the spoiler would be able to choose an extensionbi+1
of bi and stringsbi+2; : : : ; bi+m+1 such thatbi+2 has the same length asbi+1 and is in~s2 orD2. The latter might be
witnessed by the stringsbi+3; : : : ; bi+m+1. The duplicator would have no suitable response inS[D1; ~s1]. We now setbi = b0i � x, wherex = ai � a0i, that is,x is the relative suffix ofa0i in ai. It follows immediately that this strategy
ensures the win by the duplicator in thek-round game onSlen(D1; ~s1) andSlen(D2; ~s2). 2

Prefix-restricted quantification does not suffice forRC(Slen). Indeed, consider the following queryQ on a unary
relationU : Q(U) is true iff U contains a single element, which is from0� and of even length. This is expressible inRC(Slen) by 9!x U(x) ^ 8x(U(x)! (x 2 0�) ^ 9z 2 (01)�el(z; x));
where9!xU(x) expresses that there is exactly onex with U(x). Note that the predicatesx 2 0� andz 2 (01)� can be
expressed even overS: recall thatS can define any star-free language andSlen any regular language. However, this
queryQ is inexpressible with just prefix quantification: if it were,then over single-element databases contained in0�,
the predicateel could be replaced by equality. Hence the set of strings from0� of even length would be definable overS. But this language is not star-free, and this contradicts the fact that the languages definable overS are exactly the
star-free languages (Corollary 3.7).
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As with Theorem 4.3, from Proposition 4.8 we get us a rough upper bound on the complexity ofRC(Slen), which
should be compared with Corollary 4.11 and Proposition 4.12below:

Corollary 4.9 The data complexity ofRC(Slen) is in PH.

Proof. To check ifD j= '(~a), it is enough to quantify over strings whose length does not exceedN , whereN is the
maximum length of a string inadom(D) [ ~a (see Proposition 4.8). If' has alternation depthk this can be done by a
polynomial time alternating Turing machine withk alternations, hence in PH. 2

The result below establishes two bounds. The first one is for complexity of generic queries inRC(Slen). That is,
the complexity of the languagefenc(D)#enc(t) j D j= '(t)g for a generic'. The other complexity bound is very
useful for proving expressibility results. Arelational (Boolean) queryis a set of isomorphism types ofSC-databases
(w.r.t. theSC-relations only). A relational query is in AC0 if it is in AC0 under the usual relational encodingenc0:
elements of ak-element active domain are encoded by1; : : : ; k, in binary (cf. [1]). A relational queryQ is expressible
in RC(Slen) if there is aRC(Slen) sentence� such that theSC-isomorphism type ofD is inQ iff D j= �.

Theorem 4.10 The data complexity of generic queries inRC(Slen) is in TC0. Furthermore, any relational query that
is expressible inRC(Slen) is in AC0.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider Boolean queries andassume that� = f0; 1g. For a strings 2 ��,
let N(s) be the number which is1 � s in binary. Lets <N s0 iff N(s) < N(s0). Note that for strings of lengthk, N(s) ranges from2k to 2k+1 � 1, and jsj < js0j impliesN(s) < N(s0). We call a databasenice if the setfN(s) j s 2 adom(D)g is of the formf1; : : : ; ng for somen � 1. Note that the maximum length of a string in such
a database isl(n) = dlog2(n+ 1)e � 1.

Now we claim that every Boolean generic query� can be evaluated in AC0 over nice databases. By Proposition
4.8, without loss of generality, all quantifiers in� are assumed to be length-restricted. With a nice databaseD, we
associate a new databaseD0 of the same schema with the universef1; : : : ; ng = fN(s) j s 2 adom(D)g, such that(t1; : : : ; tk) 2 R in D iff (N(t1); : : : ; N(tk)) 2 R in D0. We next show that� can be expressed in FO(BIT; <) over
structures of the formD0, whereD is nice. This will suffice to prove the claim, as the encodingsof D andD0 are
identical, and FO(BIT; <) captures uniform AC0 [7]. Recall the definition of BIT from Section 2. We also recall that
the usual arithmetic predicates (+ and�, given as ternary predicates) are definable in FO(BIT; <), and so are many
other helpful predicates, for example, a predicate for the powers of2 [47].

There are two main problems: first, quantification in� is restricted to the maximum length of a string (that is, over
nice databases, quantifiers in� range not overf1; : : : ; ng but ratherf1; : : : ; 2l(n)+1 � 1g); second, we must show
that the operations ofSlen can be expressed.

To deal with the first problem, we assume that� is in prenex form, and replace each quantifier9s with two
quantifiers9is9i0s. Each strings of length not exceedingl(n) can be represented uniquely by two numbersis; i0s such
that: is = � N(s) if N(s) � n;n if N(s) > n; i0s = � 2l(n) if N(s) � n;N(s)� n if N(s) > n:
Note thatis; i0s � n, and forN(s) > n, i0s < 2l(n), if jsj � l(n). For each new pair of quantifiers9is9i0s we add a
formula stating thatis; i0s satisfy the following conditions: eitheris < n andi0s = 2l(n), or is = n, andi0s < 2l(n).
This can be done in FO(BIT; <), as the conditionx = 2l(n) is expressible (it says thatx is the largest power of2 that
does not exceedn, which is expressible withBIT).

Next, we must show how to translate the atomic and negated atomic subformulae of�. Each subformula of the
formR(s1; : : : ; sk), whereR 2 SC, is translated intoR(is1 ; : : : ; isk) ^ Vi i0si = 2l(n). CheckingL0(s) is simply:BIT(is; 1), andL1(s) isBIT(is; 1). Forel(s; u), one has to check that the largest power of2 not exceedingis + i0s
andiu + i0u is the same. This happens iff either bothi0s; i0u are less than2l(n) (in this casejsj = juj = l(n)), or both
equal2l(n) (in which case boths andu are in the active domain), and for eachp � max(is; iu) which is a power of2,p�is $ p�iu, where� ranges over the comparisons<,> and=. These conditions can be expressed in FO(BIT; <).

We now consider the predicates � u. There are four cases. If bothi0s; i0u < 2l(n), this is false, ass; u are not in
the active domain, and hence of the same length. Similarly ifi0s < 2l(n) andi0u = 2l(n), thens � u is false.

The third case is wheni0s = i0u = 2l(n). In this case boths andu are in the active domain, and the formula below
states thats � u: 9p; p0 FirstBIT(is; p) ^ FirstBIT(iu; p0) ^ p < p0^8q � p0 BIT(is; p� q)$ BIT(iu; p0 � q);
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whereFirstBIT(u; p) is the formulaBIT(u; p) ^ 8q (p < q � l(n))! :BIT(u; q)
expressing thatu has lengthp.

The last case is wheni0s = 2l(n) andi0u < 2l(n) (that is,s is in the active domain,u is not). We reduce it to the
previous case as follows:s � u iff s = v or s � v, wherev is the immediate predecessor (in the� relation) ofu. Note
that foru of lengthl(n), its predecessor is in the active domain, so if we can state this condition, then the previous
case applies to test ifs � v. To check that a numberm is such thatv with N(v) = m is an immediate predecessor ofu, we consider two subcases. In the first subcase,n+ i0u is odd (this can be tested withBIT). In that case, one should
test if2m+ 1 = n+ i0u. Note that in FO(BIT; <) we can only quantify over numbers not exceedingn, so this test is
done by 9k (k +m = n) ^ (k + i0u = m+ 1):
In the subcase whenn+ i0u is even, one should test if2m = n+ i0u, which is done by9k (k+m = n)^ (k+ i0u = m).

Thus, we have shown that every Boolean query can be evaluatedin AC0 over nice databases. Now letQ be a
Boolean relational queryQ, that is expressible inRC(C) by a query	. There is a family of circuitsC that computes	 on nice databases. Now, for a relational database, letenc0(D) be the standard encoding under which elements of
the active domain of sizek are coded as integers1; : : : ; k in binary. Given an arbitrary relational databaseD, considerenc0(D) as the input toC. LetD0 be a (nice) database over strings obtained fromD by replacing theith element of
the active domain with the strings such thatN(s) = i. Thenenc(D0 ) = enc0(D), and thus when it is given toC, C
returns	(D0). But by genericity, we haveQ(D) = Q(D0) = 	(D0), which implies thatQ is in AC0.

It remains to show that the data complexity of generic queries inRC(Slen) is in TC0. Let	 be a generic query
definable inRC(Slen). For each databaseD, let nice(D) be a database obtained fromD as follows: letadom(D) =fs1; : : : ; skg, wheres1 �lex : : : �lex sk. Then innice(D), eachsi fromD is replaced by a strings0i with N(s0i) = i.
Note that this transformation can be carried out in TC0, as�lex is in AC0 by Corollary 4.5, and counting the number
of elements satisfying a formula can be done in TC0 [7]. Furthermore, by genericity,D j= 	 iff nice(D) j= 	.
The latter can be checked in AC0, which gives us a TC0 upper bound on the data complexity of generic queries. The
theorem is proved. 2

One cannot draw any definite conclusions from the first statement of Theorem 4.10, as TC0 is not yet separated
from NP (although widely believed to be properly contained in DLogSpace). However, the second statement, and
known lower bounds for AC0 [2, 35] give us:

Corollary 4.11 Parity test and connectivity test are not definable inRC(Slen).
We now prove lower bounds that show the complexity ofSlen queries, although within PH, may be prohibitively

high. LetMSO(SC) be the class of queries overSC expressible in monadic second-order logic. This includes
queries of high-complexity, namely for each level of the polynomial hierarchy, PH, complete queries [3], in particular,
NP-complete and coNP-complete ones (3-colorability and its complement). Such queries cannot be expressed over
arbitrary databases inRC(Slen) (e.g., not over nice ones); however, they can be expressed under some additional
assumptions.

We say that thewidthof the active domain of anSC databaseD (over��) is k if k is the maximal size of a subset
of adom(D) whose elements are pairwise incomparable by the prefix relation. It should be noted that every databaseD can be transformed into a databaseD0 of width 1 which is isomorphic toD with respect to theSC-predicates.

Proposition 4.12 For every fixedk, all MSO(SC)-expressible queries can be expressed over databases of width at
mostk in RC(SC;Slen).
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that0; 1 2 �. For a databaseD of width k, the set of�-maximal elementsfs1; : : : ; slg of adom(D) has cardinalityl � k, and thuspre�x(D) is the union of chainspre�x (s1); : : : ; pre�x(sl),
wherepre�x(s) = fs0 j s0 � sg. The idea of the proof is this: a subsetZ of pre�x(s) can be modeled by a stringsZ 2 f0; 1g� of the same length ass, such thats0 � s is inZ iff the prefix ofsZ of the lengthjs0j ends on a1.

Now suppose anMSO(SC) queryQ is given. We assume it is expressed by an MSO sentence� in which all
quantified second-order variables are distinct. Letm1; : : : ;mk be fresh first-order variables (to be interpreted as
maximal elements ofadom(D)). We then associate with each second-order quantifier9Z new first-order variabless1Z ; : : : ; skZ , and define the following transformation' 7! '� of subformulae of�:
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� Every atomic subformula other thanZ(x), whereZ is a second-order variable, is unchanged.� Every subformulaZ(x) is replaced by(Z(x))� defined ask_i=1x � mi ^ 9y � siZ el(y; x) ^ L1(y):� ('1 � '2)� = '�1 � '�2, where� is^ or_, (:')� = :'�, (9u')� = 9u'�, whereu is a first-order variable.� A subformula9Z' is replaced by(9Z')� defined as9s1Z ; : : : ; skZ k̂i=1 el(siZ ;mi) ^ '�:
The result of this transformation is an openRC(Slen) query��(m1; : : : ;mk). We now define a BooleanRC(Slen)

as 9m12adom : : : 9mk2adom 8u2adom_i u � mi ^ ��(m1; : : : ;mk);
stating thatm1; : : : ;mk list all (not necessarily distinct) maximal elements ofadom(D), and that��(m1; : : : ;mk)
holds. For a database of width at mostk, this means that��(m1; : : : ;mk) holds for the list of all maximal elements
in adom(D), which happens iffD j= �. 2

Thus, while not computationally complete asRCconcat , RC(Slen) can express some queries that normally would
not be expected to be expressible in a first-order language.

Recall that we had a linear time bound for the evaluation of BooleanRC(S)-queries on unary databases. We show
next, that this might not be the case forRC(Slen). Even worse, there might be even no fixed polynomial bound.

We consider ordered graphs as finite structures with a universeU of the formf1; : : : ; ng, the natural order relation< onU and a binary relationE. LetSC be the database schema with one unary relation nameR.

Lemma 4.13 For every first-order formula' on ordered graphs there is aRC(SC;Slen)-formula'0 and an algorithm
which computes for each graphG an SC-databaseDG such thatG j= ' if and only ifDG j= '0. Furthermore,
the algorithm works in timeO(n2 logn) on graphs withn vertices and the maximum length of a string inDG is2dlog2 ne+ 1 and, consequently, the size ofDG isO(n2 logn).
Proof. We give the proof for� = f0; 1g. Let an ordered graphG with n vertices be given and letm := dlog2 ne. We
defineDG as follows. Leta1; : : : ; an denote the lexicographically firstn strings of lengthm. We define the setR asfa1; : : : ; ang [ fai � 0 � ai j i � ng [ fai � 1 � aj j (j; i) 2 Eg:
Intuitively, the stringsa1; : : : ; an represent the vertices ofG. There is an edge from vertexj to vertexi if and only ifai � 1 � aj 2 R. The verticesai � 0 � ai are used to getai from aj � 1 � ai.

It is straightforward to check thatDG has the desired size and can be produced in timeO(n2 logn) assuming a
suitable representation ofG.

The formula'0 is obtained from' as follows. First, all subformulas of the form9x (x) are replaced by9x 2adom(:9y y � x^R(y))^ (x). Intuitively, the quantification is restricted to minimal elements of the active domain
of DG, i.e., toa1; : : : ; an. Note however that the next two steps will introduce new unrestricted quantifiers.

Next, atomic formulasx < y are replaced by9z; z0; z1 l0(z) = z0 ^ l1(z) = z1 ^ z0 � x ^ z1 � y
Finally, atomic formulasE(x; y) are replaced by9x1; x2; y1; y2 l0(x) = x1 ^ l1(y) = y1 ^ x1 � x2 ^ y1 � y2 ^ R(x2) ^ R(y2)^8x3; y3(x1 � x3 � x2 ^ y1 � y3 � y2 ^ el(x3; y3))! (L0(x3)$ L0(y3))
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which states the existence of stringsx2 andy2 of the formx0x andy1x0 and such that, second line of the formula,x = x0. It is straightforward to check thatG j= ' if and only ifDG j= '0. 2
It follows from the lemma that a linear (or fixed polynomial) bound for the evaluation of BooleanRC(Slen)-

queries on unary databases would imply a fixed polynomial bound for the data complexity of first-order sentences
on ordered graphs. It would imply further a fixed polynomial bound for the evaluation of first-order sentences on
BIT-structures (cf., [6]). This, in turn, would separate first-order logic from least fixed point logic on such structures
and therefore imply the validity of theordered conjecture[49] with various consequences in complexity theory (see
[6] for a discussion).

We cannot conclude from this connection that linear time evaluation forRC(Slen) queries on unary databases is
impossible. But we cannot expect a proof as simple as that of Proposition 4.7 forRC(S).
4.3.3 Relational calculi overSleft;Sreg andSreg;left
These calculi behave similarly toRC(S), although some complexity bounds are slightly different. From the isolation
property shown for all the structures and from QE results we conclude the following:

Theorem 4.14RC(Sleft), RC(Sreg), andRC(Sreg;left) admit the restricted quantifier collapse.
Furthermore,RC(S+left), RC(S+reg), andRC(S+reg;left) admit the natural-active collapse.

Corollary 4.15 RC(Sleft) queries haveAC0 data complexity, whileRC(Sreg) andRC(Sreg;left) queries haveNC1
data complexity. Furthermore, every generic query expressible inRC(Sleft) or RC(Sreg) is expressible inRC(<).
Proof. The proof of the AC0 bound is the same as for Corollary 4.5 except that we need to show that each fixedSleft
formula can be evaluated in AC0. By the quantifier elimination result quoted in the proof of Theorem 4.14, it suffices
to show that every fixed quantifier-free formula inS+left can be evaluated in AC0. For that, we notice that everyS+left
term can be evaluated in AC0 (since bothx�a anda �x operations are available), and the rest follows the proof for S.

ForSreg, we again use the collapse result and the proof thatRC(S) queries with active-domain quantification can
be evaluated in AC0 (and hence NC1). The only difference is in evaluating thePL predicates, which can no longer be
done in AC0 asL may not be star-free. However, every regular language is in NC1 [65], and thusPL can be evaluated
in NC1 on its inputs, showing that the data complexity ofRC(Sreg) is in NC1. The proof forSreg;left combines the
proofs forSleft andSreg.

The last statement follows from the collapse result and [10]. 2
Note the contrast of the above with Proposition 4.12, which implies that relational calculus overSlen contains

problems complete for each level of the polynomial hierarchy. Theorem 4.14 is the key for obtaining low data com-
plexity. It follows from the isolation property of the underlying structure, which fails forSlen as it does not have finite
VC-dimension (recall Proposition 3.2).

4.4 Safe Queries

All the relational calculi we study here contain queries that sometimes produce infinite output. Thus one of our goals
is to syntactically capture the safe queries in these languages, and to be able to analyze safety properties of a query –
for example, given an arbitrary query and a database, to tellwhether the output of the query on that database is finite.
We saw that this cannot be done if the set of operations includes concatenation. In contrast, for our five structures, we
can syntactically describe safe queries, give an algebra that captures these queries, and extend the major decidability
results for query safety analysis that hold for pure relational calculus.

4.4.1 Effective syntax for safe queries: defining finiteness

The simplest way to show that safe queries inRC(M) have effective syntax is to show that one can test if a given
query returns a finite result on a given database. To do so, it is enough to ensure thatfiniteness is definablein RC(M).
Formally, finiteness is definable inRC(M) if there exists a sentence�safe in the language ofM andSC expanded
with a single new unary predicate symbolU such that for any query'(x) and any databaseD, (D;'(D)) j= �safe iff'(D) is finite. For example, finiteness is easily definable inRC(Slen) by9y8x(U(x)! 9z � y el(z; x)):
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Once finiteness is definable, an enumeration of safe queries can easily be obtained. Given a query'(~x), let '(x)
be another relational calculus query that defines the activedomain of the output of'. Let�safe' be the Boolean query
obtained from�safe be replacingU(�) by '(�). Then'(~x) ^ �safe' lists all safe queries.

For traditional relational calculus, and for its analogs over order constraints, linear constraints, and polynomial
constraints, finiteness can easily be shown to be definable [11]. It is thus surprising that forRC(S) this approach does
not work:

Proposition 4.16 Finiteness is not definable inRC(S).
Proof. We prove the proposition for� = f0; 1g; it is straightforward to generalize this for any alphabet.We consider
databases with one unary predicateU . We show by an Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé game argument that, for eachk, there are
databasesAk andBk such thatU is a finite set inAk and an infinite set inBk butAk andBk can not be distinguished
by aRC(S)-formula of quantifier rankk.

Let k � 0 be fixed.
Let Ti denote the set of strings of length at mosti. Intuitively,Ti is the full binary tree of depthi (and formally it

is the same as��i).
We use�k to denote equivalence in thek-round Ehrenfeucht game on structures based onS and�sk to denote

equivalence in thek-round Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé game on strings.
We will use the following Claim.

Claim 1 There existN andn > 0 (depending onk) such that for eachi � N it holds that(S; Ti) �k (S; Ti+n).
Without loss of generality we can chooseN as a multiple ofn.

Proof of the Claim: For everyk,�k has finitely many equivalence class. LetN be this number. By the pigeon-hole
principle there exists two integersi; j such thati � N + 1 andj � N + 1 andTi �k Tj . We show that for any two
integersu; v, Tu � Tv impliesTu+1 � Tv+1, the claim will then follow withn = j� i. To prove the latter notice thatTu+1 is simply j�j copies ofTu plus one node. SimilarlyTv+1 is simply j�j copies ofTv plus one node. The FOk
strategy onTu+1 andTv+1 mimics the strategy forTu andTv on each copy separately and the root is played as soon
as the other root is played. 2

Letm = 2kn andM = 23kkn+N . LetAk be(S; TM ).
Next, we define an infinite setS such thatAk and(S; S) can not be distinguished by a formula of depthk. Let h

be the string homomorphism which maps0 to 0m and1 to 1m. We call a stringw normal if it is of the formh((01)i),
for somei � 0. We callw semi-normalif it is h(v) for some stringv. The setS is defined as the set of all strings of
the formuv, whereu is a normal string andv is a string of length at mostN + 2m. We setBk = (S; S). Note thatS
is prefix-closed and that all maximal strings inBk have a length which is a multiple ofn.

For two stringsu andw such thatu is a prefix ofw we writeAk[u;w] for the substructure ofAk that consists of
all stringsv such thatu is a prefix ofv butw is not a strict prefix ofv and analogously forBk. Let Modn denote a
sequenceZ0; : : : ; Zn�1 of unary relations over (initial segments of) the natural numbers such thatZi(j) holds if and
only if (j mod n) = i.

For later use we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.17 (a) Letv; w be semi-normal strings andv0; w0 normal strings such thatv is a prefix ofw andv0 is
a prefix ofw0 and jwj � M � N . Let u = w � v and u0 = w0 � v0. If (u;Modn) �sk (u0;Modn) thenAk[v; w] �k Bk[v0; w0].

(b) (h(0);Modn) �sk (h(00);Modn) and(h(01);Modn) �sk (h(001);Modn).
(c) For eachi � 2k + 1 it holds that(h((01)2k+1);Modn) �sk (h((01)i);Modn).

Proof of Lemma 4.17.

(a) Intuitively in the treeTM , [v; w] consists of the path fromv to w and of trees branching off the strings on that
path. By definition ofAk the tree branching off a stringz of the path has depthM � jzj � 1 which is at leastN
and congruent toN � jz � vj � 1 modulon, asM ,N andjvj are multiples ofn. More precisely, we refer here
to the tree that is rooted at the child ofz which is not a prefix ofw. Analogously, ifz0 is a string of the path from
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v0 tow0 in Bk there is a tree of depth(2m+N)� jz0� y0j � 1 branching offz0, wherey0 is the longest normal
string which is a prefix ofz0. Hence, the depth of this tree is at leastN and it is congruent toN � jz0 � v0j � 1
modulon. We can conclude from Claim 1 that the branching trees atz andz0 arek-equivalent, wheneverjz�vj
andjz0 � v0j are congruent modulon.

By combining the winning strategy of the duplicator on(u;Modn) and(u0;Modn) with the winning strategies
on the off-branching trees we get (a).

(b) The first statement is shown by a standard game argument using the fact thath(0) is the concatenation of2k
strings of lengthn. Each of these substrings is identically labeled by Modn. In ak round game this can not be
distinguished from the concatenation of2 � 2k such strings. The second statement follows directly from the first
one.

(c) This can also be shown by a standard argument. 2
Next, we have to show that(S; TM ) �k (S; S).

Claim 2 The duplicator can play thek round Ehrenfeucht-Fräısśe game in a way that guarantees that the following
holds afterl rounds of the game.

Let~a = a1; : : : ; al denote the selected elements ofAk and let~b = b1; : : : ; bl denote the corresponding elements
in Bk.

There is a semi-normal stringpl and a normal stringql (thepivot strings) such that

1. None of theai haspl as a prefix and none of thebi hasql as a prefix.

2. (Ak � pl�;~a) �k (Bk � ql�;~b).
3. jplj � l23kn.

Here,Ak � pl� denotes the substructure ofAk in which all strings that havepl as a strict prefix are omitted and in
whichpl is a distinguished constant (and analogously forBk � ql�).
Proof of the claim.It should be noted that, asql is normal,Bk � ql� only contains a finite part ofS. In the proof, it
will always be the case thatpl is a prefix ofpl+1 andql is a prefix ofql+1.

Because of condition (1) we can conclude from (2) that there is a partialS-isomorphism from~a) to~b) at the end
of the game. Hence the claim implies the statement of the theorem.

We prove the claim by induction onl. For l = 0 we choosep0 = q0 = �. This guarantees (1)-(3).
Now assume that, for somel < k, l rounds have been played and there arepl andql such that (1)-(3) hold. We

show that the duplicator can play in a way such that, for suitable choices ofpl+1 andql+1 (1)-(3) also holds forl + 1.
We distinguish 3 cases.

Case 1. The spoiler chooses a vertex inAk � pl� orBk � ql�. Then we simply setpl+1 = pl andql+1 = ql and (1)-(3)
follow directly.

Case 2. The spoiler chooses a stringal+1 which haspl as a prefix. Letu = al+1 � pl.
– If u is of the formh(01) � v, for somev then we setpl+1 = pl � h(001) andql+1 = ql � h(01).
– Otherwise we setpl+1 = pl � h(01) andql+1 = ql � h(01).

In both subcases,pl+1 is not a prefix ofal+1. As jpl+1j � jplj + 3m � M �N it follows from Lemma 4.17
(a) and (b) that in both subcasesAk [pl; pl+1] �k Bk[ql; ql+1]. Therefore the duplicator can choose a stringbl+1 in Bk[ql; ql+1] that guarantees a winning strategy onAk [pl; pl+1] andBk[ql; ql+1] for k � 1 more rounds.
By combining this winning strategy with the winning strategy on (Ak � pl�;~a) and(Bk � ql�;~b) we obtain ak � l � 1 round winning strategy on(Ak � pl+1�;~a; al+1) and(Bk � ql+1�;~b; bl+1). Hence, we can conclude
(2). Furthermore, of course, (1) and (3) hold.
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Case 3. The spoiler chooses a stringbl+1 which hasql as a prefix. Leti be maximal such thatbl+1 can be written asql � h((01)i) � v, for some stringv. We chooseql+1 = ql � h((01)i+1) andpl+1 = � pl � h((01)i+1) if i � 2k,pl � h((01)2k+1) otherwise.

The choice ofql+1 guarantees that it is not a prefix ofbl+1. From Lemma 4.17 (c) and (a) it follows that in both
subcasesAk[pl; pl+1] �k Bk[ql; ql+1]. This implies the existence of an appropriateal+1 in Ak[pl; pl+1] such
that (2) holds again. By the choice ofpl+1 and induction we also get (1) and (3). 2

This completes the proof of the proposition. 2
4.4.2 Effective syntax for safe queries: range-restriction

While post-checking finiteness is a way to obtain effective syntax for safe queries, one often wishes to have a more
explicit representation of safe queries. It turns out that we can get natural representations for safe queries inRC(S)
andRC(Slen) and other calculi. The technique we use derives from work on safe languages with linear or polynomial
constraints [11]: for each queryQ, we effectively construct anothersafequeryQ0 that gives an upper bound onQ(D),
if it is finite. Such explicit constructions are used to provethe theorem below, as well as to provide relational algebra
extensions.

We follow the idea of range-restriction as presented in [11]. A formula (x; z) overM is calledalgebraic
if for every b, the setfa j M j= (a; b)g is finite. An RC(M) query in range-restricted formis a pairQ = ((x; y); '(x1; : : : ; xn)), where' is an arbitrary query and is an algebraic formula overM. The seman-
tics is given by'(~x) ^ 9~y2adom (Vi (xi; yi)). That is,Q(D) = (adom(D))n \ '(D);
where(X) = fa j (a; b) for someb 2 Xg. Clearly, every query in range-restricted form is safe.

Theorem 4.18 LetM beS, orSleft, orSreg, orSreg;left, orSlen. Then there is a recursive set� of algebraic formulae
overM such that, given a query'(~x) in RC(M), there is(x; y) 2 � with the property that the range-restricted
queryQ = (; ') coincides with' on all databases over which' is safe.

Proof. The proof is based on a number of lemmas, which show that if a query'(x) is satisfied by an element that is
sufficiently far fromadom(D), then' returns an infinite result onD. The definition of “sufficiently far” depends on
the particular structure.

First, we need two observations. The first one is a generalized version of the pumping lemma for finite automata.

Lemma 4.19 For each sequenceL1; : : : ; Lm of regular languages there is a numberk such that for each stringz,jzj > k, there are stringsu; v; w, with z = uvw and jvj > 0, such that for each stringx, eachj 2 f1; : : : ;mg and
eachi > 0, xuvw 2 Lj () xuviw 2 Lj :
Proof of Lemma 4.19.Let, for eachi � m,Ai be a deterministic automaton forLi with transition function�i. Without
loss of generality we assume that all automata have the same set f1; : : : ; ng of states with 1 as the initial state. Letk := nnm andz be a string withjzj > k. For eachj � m, � � n andl � jzj, let qj�l be defined as�j(�; z[1; l]),
wherez[1; l] is the prefix ofz of lengthl. I.e.,qj�l is the state ofAj after reading the firstl symbols ofz starting from
state�. As jzj > k there must bel1 6= l2 such thatqj�l1 = qj�l2 , for all j � m and� � n. Letu; v; w be chosen such
thatz = uvw, u is the prefix ofz of lengthl1 andv is of lengthl2 � l1. We claim that for everyj � m, everyi > 0
and every stringx, xuvw 2 Lj if and only if xuviw 2 Lj . Indeed, let� be the state�j(1; x). Then, asqj�l1 = qj�l2
we have�j(�; u) = �j(�; uv) = �j(�; uvi). Thereforexuvw is accepted byAj if and only if xuviw is accepted byAj . 2

Using this lemma, we show:
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Claim. LetM = h��;
i be such that all operations in
 are definable inSlen. Then, for everyr > 0, there existsk > 0 such that for any strings with jsj � k, there are infinitely many stringss0 satisfying(M; s) �r (M; s0).
Proof of the claim.Indeed, let�1(x); : : : ; �l(x) list formulae (of quantifier rankr) that define all ther-types of a
single string overM. Since each�i is definable overSlen, there is a DFAAi which accepts a strings iff M j= �i(s)
[14]. In particular, the set of stringss which make�i(s) true is a regular languageLi. From Lemma 4.19 it follows,
that there is ak such that, for each strings with jsj > k there are infinitely many stringss0 that are contained exactly
in the same languagesLi ass, i.e., make the same formulas�i true, which implies(M; s) �r (M; s0). This proves
the claim. 2

GivenC � �� ands 2 ��, letd(s; C) bejsj � jMeet(s; C)j, that is, the length of the relative suffix of Meet(s; C)
in s.

Given a databaseD, let pre�x (D) = fs j s � s0; s0 2 adom(D)g.
Lemma 4.20 Let '(x) be aRC(S) query. Then there exists a numberk > 0, such that the following holds. IfD j= '(s) for somes with d(s; pre�x (D)) > k then there are infinitely many stringsc such thatD j= '(c). If ' only
uses prefix-restricted quantification thenk can be effectively computed.

Proof of Lemma 4.20.By Corollary 4.4 we may assume without loss of generality that all quantification in' is prefix-
restricted. Letr be the quantifier rank of'. We show that we can findk such that the following holds. LetD be a
database, ands a string withd(s; pre�x (D)) > k. For a stringu, letCu = pre�x (D) [ fs0 j s0 � ug. Then there are
infinitely many stringsu such that the duplicator has a winning strategy for ther-round Ehrenfeucht game onCs andCu (with the partial isomorphism being with respect to the operations ofS, and withs mapped tou); moreover, in the
winning strategy, the duplicator simply copies the spoiler’s moves onpre�x (D). Note that this condition implies that
in the final position all theSC-relations are preserved, and henceD j= '(s) iff D j= '(u), thus implying the lemma.

To prove the above condition, letk > 0 be given by the claim. Considers with d(s; pre�x(D)) > k, and lets0
be the relative suffix of Meet(s; pre�x (D)) in s. We havejs0j > k. We then have infinitely many stringsu0 such that(S; s0) �r (S; u0). Take any such stringu0, and form a new stringu = (Meet(s; pre�x (D))) � u0. It is clear that the
required strategy exists for the duplicator onCs andCu.

To show thatk can be found from', note first that the conversion into a query with prefix-bounded quantification
is effective, and the claim is effective too, as anySlen formula can be effectively converted into an automaton. The
lemma is proved. 2

Next we define#D = fs j jsj � js0j; s0 2 adom(D)g.
Lemma 4.21 Let '(x) be aRC(Slen) query. Then there exists a numberk > 0 such that the following holds. IfD j= '(s) for somes with d(s; #D) > k then there are infinitely many stringsc such thatD j= '(c). If ' only uses
length-restricted quantification thenk can be effectively computed.

Proof of Lemma 4.21.By Proposition 4.8 we may assume without loss of generality that in'(x) all quantification is
length-restricted. Letr be the quantifier rank of'. For any strings, let Sslen be the structure(#s;�; (La)a2�; el; s).
By the Claim, we can find a numberk such that for any strings of jsj > k, there exist infinitely many stringss0 ofjs0j > k with Sslen �r Ss0len. Note thatk can be found effectively for a given'.

Now assume that for someD ands, D j= '(s) with d(s; #D) > k. Letm be the maximum length of a string
in adom(D), ands0 the prefix ofs of lengthm. Thens = s0 � s1 for a strings1 of js1j > k. We now show that
there are infinitely many stringss0 of length greater thanm + k such that the duplicator has a winning strategy in
the r-round Ehrenfeucht game onSslen andSs0len such that the play is the identity function when restricted to strings
of length not exceedingm. Clearly, this suffices to prove the lemma, sincejxj � m for all x 2 adom(D) and thus(D; s) �r (D; s0) andD j= '(s0).

Consider any strings01 such thatSs1len �r Ss01len (we know that there are infinitely many of them), and lets0 bes0 � s01. We prove that the duplicator wins ther-round game onSslen andSs0len. The strategy is as follows. The

duplicator maintains (for his memory) a separate game onSs1len andSs01len. If the spoiler plays a string of length not
exceedingm, the duplicator’s response is the same string. Assume that the spoiler playsx of jxj > m. Letx = x0 �x1
with x0 being the lengthm prefix ofx. Assume that the spoiler plays it inSslen (if the spoiler plays inSs0len, the proof

is identical). The duplicator then looks at the current position of the auxiliary game onSs1len andSs01len (which is empty
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until the spoiler makes the first move of length> m), and extends it by one move: spoiler’s move isx1 onSs1len, and

the response is a stringx01 in Ss01len according to the winning strategySs1len �r Ss01len. Having done that, the duplicator
returns to the game onSslen andSs0len, and responds byx0 � x01 in Ss0len.

We now show that the duplicator wins the game. Clearly allLa predicates are preserved. Assume that inSslen,u � v, whereu andv are two moves in the game. Letu0 andv0 be the corresponding moves played onSs0len. If bothu andv are of length at mostm, thenu0 = u; v0 = v andu0 � v0. If juj � m andjvj > m, thenu0 = u, andv0 is of
the formv0 � v01, wherev0 is the prefix ofv of lengthm, and thusu0 � v0. If ju j; jv j> m thenu0 � v0 by the winning
strategy onSslen andSs0len and the fact thatu andv have the same prefix of lengthm. Next, assumeel(u; v) holds. The
case of the length� m is trivial. If juj; jvj > m, thenu = u0 �u1; v = v0 � v1, whereu0; v0 are lengthm prefixes, and
by the description of the duplicator’s strategy,u0 = u0 � u01 andv0 = v0 � v01, whereu01; v01 are moves taken from the

auxiliary game onSs1len andSs01len. Since the duplicator wins the auxiliary game, we haveju1j = ju01j andjv1j = jv01j,
and thusel(u0; v0) holds. This completes the proof of the lemma. 2

For any setX , letN0p (X) = fs� s1 + s2 j s 2 X; js1j; js2j � pg, and letNp(X) = pre�x (N0p (X)) (that is, the
prefix-closure ofN0p (X)). Note thatNp(X) = N0p (pre�x (X)), andNk(Nm(X)) � Nk+m(X).
Lemma 4.22 Let '(x) be aRC(Sleft) query. Then there exist numbersl;m > 0 such that the following holds. IfD j= '(s) for somes with d(s;Nm(pre�x (D))) > l then there are infinitely many stringsc such thatD j= '(c).
Proof of Lemma 4.22.This follows from the normal form forSleft (Corollary 3.15) and Lemma 4.20. 2
Lemma 4.23 Given aRC(Sreg) query'(x), there existsk > 0 such that wheneverD j= '(s) with d(s; pre�x(D)) >k, there are infinitely many stringsc such thatD j= '(c).
Proof of Lemma 4.23.To show this, assume by the restricted quantifier collapse and quantifier-elimination forS+reg
that' is of the form Qy1 2 adom: : : Qyl 2 adom

_i ĵ �ij(x; ~y);
where each�ij is either an atomic or negated atomicSC-formula, or anSreg formula not involving the variablex, or
a formula of the formPL(t1(x; ~y); t2(x; ~y)), whereti is either� or au-term. LetL1; : : : ; Lm be the regular languages
such that the formulaePLi appear in'. We denote the quantifier-free part (that is

WiVj �ij ) by �(x; ~y).
Let i > 1 andD j= '(s) with d(s; pre�x(D)) > k. We apply Lemma 4.19 toz = s � (Meet(s; pre�x (D))),

and letc = (Meet(s; pre�x (D))) � uviw; i > 1. We now show that for every~y0 2 (adom(D) [ f�g)l, it is the case
thatD j= �(s; ~y0) iff D j= �(c; ~y0). This will imply D j= '(s) $ '(c) (see [10]) thus proving the result. To proveD j= �(s; ~y0) $ �(c; ~y0), it suffices to show thatD j= PL(t1(c; ~y0); t2(c; ~y0)) $ PL(t1(s; ~y0); t2(s; ~y0)), whereL 2 fL1; : : : ; Lmg, as for all other types of formulae�ij the equivalence is trivial.

We now fix ~y0 2 (adom(D) [ f�g)l and consider the atomic formula�(x) = PL(t1(x; ~y0); t2(x; ~y0)). If tj ,j = 1; 2 involves meets ofx with some of the components of~y0, then the value oftj will be the same ons and onc, as
Meet(s; pre�x(D)) = Meet(c; pre�x (D)). Thus, if botht1 andt2 involve such meets, we haveD j= �(s)$ �(c).

The other case is whent2 is simplyx, and in this caset1 is either� or x u yi10 u : : : u yip0 , for some components
of ~y0 (we can includex in theu-term without loss of generality, since its value must be a prefix of x, by the definition
of PL). Since Meet(s; pre�x (D)) = Meet(c; pre�x (D)), t1(s) equalst1(c) and belongs topre�x(D). To proveD j= �(s) $ �(c), it then suffices to show thats� s0 2 L iff c� s0 2 L, which follows immediately from Lemma
4.19. This completes the proof of the lemma. 2

Finally, we need a lemma forSreg;left. Its proof follows from the normal form forSreg;left (Corollary 3.25) and
Lemma 4.23.

Lemma 4.24 Let '(x) be aRC(Sreg;left) query. Then there exist numbersl;m > 0 such that the following holds.
Assume thatD j= '(s) for somes with d(s;Nm(pre�x(D))) > l. Then there are infinitely many stringsc such thatD j= '(c).

Proof of Theorem 4.18, completed. To prove the theorem, take an arbitrary query (~y) and form'(x) that defines
the active domain of the output of , that is,'(x) is9y2; : : : ; yn (x; y2; : : : ; yn) _ : : : _ 9y1; : : : ; yn�1 (y1; : : : ; yn�1; x):
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It then suffices to prove the theorem for'(x), since is safe forD iff ' is safe forD, and thus for any such that(; ') is equivalent to' on allD for which' is safe, the same would be true for(;  ) and .
Having reduced the problem to queries on one variable, simply apply the corresponding lemmas. ForRC(S),

given'(x), find the numberk as in Lemma 4.20, and let(x; y) say thatx is a prefix of the string of the formy � s
with jsj � k. From Lemma 4.20 it follows that(; ') is equivalent to' on anyD for which' is safe. Finally, is
clearly algebraic, and expressible overS for any fixedk.

ForRC(Slen), given'(x), we getk from Lemma 4.21 and let(x; y) be anSlen formula saying that the length ofx is at most the length ofy plusk. Clearly, this is expressible for each fixedk, and(; ') coincides with' on anyD
for which' is safe. This completes the proof of the theorem.

The proof forSleft is similar: one getsl; t from Lemma 4.22, and the formula(x; y) says thatx is at the distance
at mostl from a prefix of a string of the formy � e+ f , with jej; jf j � t. The proofs forSreg andSreg;left follow the
same idea. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.18. 2
Corollary 4.25 For each of� RC(S),� RC(Sleft),� RC(Sreg),� RC(Sreg;left),� RC(Slen),
the classes of range-restricted and safe queries coincide,and safe queries have effective syntax.

Note that for queries inRC(S) andRC(Slen) that use a restricted form of quantification (prefix or length), the
proof gives us a stronger result: namely, the formula can be effectively found for a given'.

4.4.3 Relational algebras

It is a classical result of relational database theory that the set of safe relational calculus queries is precisely the set
of relational algebra queries [1]. This result extends to string calculi considered here: safety theorems proved earlier
can be used to show that safe queries inRC(S) andRC(Slen) can be captured by appropriate extensions of relational
algebra.

Let safe RC(M) be the class of all safe queries inRC(M). To define algebras capturingsafe RC(M) for the
previous two structures, we need a number of operations extending the usual relational algebra (that is, selection�,
projection�, cartesian product�, difference�, union[):R�: is the constant unary relationf�g.��: for a formula�(x1; : : : ; xn). On ann-attribute relationR, it returns the set of tuples(s1; : : : ; sn) fromR such

that�(s1; : : : ; sn) holds.prefixi: On anm-attribute relationR, it returns them + 1-attribute relationf(s1; : : : ; sm+1) j (s1; : : : ; sm) 2R; sm+1 � sig.addlai , a 2 �: On anm-attribute relationR, it returns them + 1-attribute relationf(s1; : : : ; sm+1) j (s1; : : : ; sm) 2R; sm+1 = si � ag.#i: Given anm-attribute relationR, #i(R) returnsf(s1; : : : ; sm+1) j (s1; : : : ; sm) 2 R; jsm+1j � jsijg.addfai , a 2 � : On anm-attribute relationR, it returns them + 1-attribute relationf(s1; : : : ; sm+1) j (s1; : : : ; sm) 2R; sm+1 = a � sig.trimai , a 2 � : On anm-attribute relationR, it returns them + 1-attribute relationf(s1; : : : ; sm+1) j (s1; : : : ; sm) 2R; sm+1 = si � ag.
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It should be pointed out that the formula� in �� does not refer to the database.
We now define the relational algebras:RA(S) extends relational algebra withR�, ��, where� ranges over FO(S) formulae,prefixi andaddlai .RA(Slen) extends relational algebra withR�, ��, where� ranges over FO(Slen) formulae,# i, prefixi, andaddlai .RA(Sleft) is the extension of relational algebra with�� (where� ranges overSleft formulae),prefix, addfai andtrimai .RA(Sreg) extends relational algebra withR�, ��, where� ranges over FO(Sreg) formulae,prefixi andaddlai .RA(Sreg;left) extends relational algebra withR�, ��, where� ranges over FO(Sreg;left) formulae,prefixi, addlai andtrimai .

Theorem 4.26 � safe RC(S) = RA(S);� safe RC(Slen) = RA(Slen);� safe RC(Sleft) = RA(Sleft);� safe RC(Sreg) = RA(Sreg);� safe RC(Sreg;left) = RA(Sreg;left).
Proof. We start withRA(S). EveryRA(S) expression produces a finite result, and the standard translation from
algebra to calculus (extended with rules foraddl andprefix) showsRA(S) � RC(S).

For the converse, let'(~x) be a safeRC(S) query. By Theorem 4.18, on every databaseD, the active domain of
the output of' onD is contained in the setVk[D] = fx j d(x; pre�x (D)) � kg for somek � 0.

We first note thatVk[D] is definable by anRA(S) expression. Indeed, the active domain ofD is definable in
relational algebra. Next, for each fixed strings and a finite setS, there is an expressionaddls that defines the
set f(s0; s0 � s) j s0 2 Sg simply by composingaddla operations. Thus, forS = adom(D), we defineS0 =Sjsj�k addls(S), and note thatVk[D] = �3(prefix2(S0)).

LetDVk [D] be the extension ofD by one unary predicate interpreted asVk [D]. Since' is safe, every element of
every tuple in'(D) belongs toVk [D]. We know that in order to evaluate'(~x), it suffices to restrict quantification to
the prefix-closure ofadom(D) and~x. SinceVk [D] is prefix-closed, this implies that there is an active-domain query'0(~x) over the schema extended with one unary symbol such that'0(DVk[D]) = '(D) (here active-domain means that
all quantification is restricted to the active domain, and that the output is only considered within the active domain of
the input). By [10],'0 can be expressed by relational algebra extended with��, for � ranging overS formulae. SinceDVk[D] is expressible inRA(S) and'(D) = '0(DVk[D]), we conclude that' is expressible inRA(S).

The proof forSlen is almost identical, except that one definesVk[D] asfx j jxj � jyj+ k; y 2 adom(D)g, which
is expressible inRA(Slen) using theaddls operations and the operations# i.

The proof forSreg is identical to the proof of forS, as the setVk[D] is expressible inRA(Sreg). ForSleft, the
proof again follows the same lines: all that is needed is thatthe setNp(adom(D)) is expressible inRA(Sleft) for
a fixedp. But this follows from the fact thatadom(D) is definable in relational algebra, usingprefix; addfai andtrimai it is then possible to defineNp(adom(D)). The proof forSreg;left follows from the expressibility ofVk [D] andNp(adom(D)). 2

One of the operations inRA(Slen), # i, is very expensive, as it may create sets whose size is exponential in the
size of the input. This seems, however, unavoidable, as there are very expensive (e.g., NP-complete) safe queries inRC(Slen).
4.4.4 Deciding Safety Properties of Queries

Although query safety is undecidable for pure relational calculus (and hence for any extension), state-safety (given a
query' and a databaseD, is '(D) finite?) is decidable [64]. State safety is also known to be decidable for various
extensions of the formRC(M) (for example, for the natural numbers with successor [64] orthe real field [11]). ForRC(S) andRC(Slen), this decidability holds as well:

Proposition 4.27 State-safety is decidable forRC(M), whereM is one ofS;Sleft;Sreg;Sreg;left;Slen.
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Proof. Given a query'(~x) and a databaseD, we obtain a formula'0(~x) by replacing each occurrence of a schema
predicateS(~z) by a disjunction~z = ~t1 _ : : : _ ~z = ~tm whereft1; : : : ; tmg is the interpretation ofS in D. Since the
formulaz = s is definable in all the structures for every fixeds, '0 can thus be viewed as a formula overSlen such
thatSlen j= '0(~x) iff D j= '(~x). We now consider the sentence� defined as9~y 8~x ('0(~x)! 9~z( î zi � yi ^ el(zi; xi))):
Then'(D) is finite iff f~a j Slen j= '0(~a)g is finite iff Slen j= �, and thus the state-safety is decidable, since the theory
of Slen is decidable. 2

As query safety is undecidable, one often considers restrictions for which decidability can be obtained. Here we
look at one of the most fundamental classes of queries –conjunctive queries. We take their definition in the context of
interpreted operations from [11, 46]. A conjunctive query inRC(M) is a query of the form'(~x) � 9~y k̂i=1Si(~ui) ^ (~x; ~y);
wherek � 0, eachSi is a schema relation,~ui is a subtuple of(~x; ~y) of the same arity asSi, and is anM formula.
A Datalog-like notation for such a query would be'(~x) :– S1(~u1); : : : ; Sk(~uk); (~x; ~y).

In [11], safety of conjunctive queries was shown decidable forRC(M), for various structuresM on the reals with
numerical operations. We now show a general result from which the decidability results for string structuresS;Slen as
well as those considered in [11] follow. We say thatfiniteness is definable with parametersin M if for each formula (~x; ~y) in M, there exists another formula �n(~y) such thatM j=  �n(~a) iff the setf~b j M j=  (~b;~a)g is finite.
Furthermore, �n(~y) can be computed effectively.

Theorem 4.28 Assume thatM can be expanded toM0 such that the theory ofM0 is decidable, and finiteness is
definable with parameters inM0. Then safety of Boolean combinations of conjunctive queries inRC(M) is decidable.

Proof. We start with a few easy observations about Boolean combinations of conjunctive queries inRC(M). First, if�(~x) is a conjunctive query, it can be represented in the form9~z 2 adomVi Si(~ui) ^ (~x; ~z). Indeed, given a query9~yVi Si(~ui)^0(~x; ~y), let~z be the subtuple of~y that consists ofyjs appearing in theSi atoms. Then the query can be
rewritten to the one with active-domain quantification only, where(~x; ~z) � 9~v0(~x; ~y) – here~v lists those variables
in ~y that do not belong to~z. We also note that every conjunctive query is monotone.

Next, every Boolean combination of conjunctive queries is equivalent to a union of queries of the form�(~x) ^:�1(~x) ^ : : : ^ :�k(~x), wherek > 0, and�; �1; : : : ; �k are conjunctive queries. Indeed, one puts a given Boolean
combination in DNF, and observes that a conjunction of two conjunctive queries is a conjunctive query again, and
sincetrueandfalseare by definition conjunctive queries, we can assume thatk > 0 and that one conjunctive query is
present without negation.

Thus, we must show that it is decidable whether a queryq(~x) of the form�(~x) ^ :�1(~x) ^ : : : ^ :�k(~x) is safe.
Let�(~x) be9~z2adomVli=1 Si(~ui) ^ (~x; ~z).

We show the following claim: if there exists a databaseD such thatq(D) is infinite, then there exists a databaseD0 with at mostl tuples suchq(D0) is finite. This in turn follows from the following: letDl be the set of all databasesD0 with at mostl tuples such thatD0 � D. Then�(D) = [D02Dl�(D0). Indeed, the� inclusion follows from
monotonicity, and the� inclusion from the fact that to witness~a 2 �(D), it suffices to find~b such that

Vli=1 Si(~ui) ^(~a;~b) holds; if such~b exists, thel tuplesSi(~ui) form a databaseD0 for which~a 2 �(D0).
Now, supposeq(D) is infinite, andD has more thanl tuples. We have�(D) = SD02Dl �(D0), and thusq(D) =SD02Dl(�(D0)\Ti :�i(D)) � SD02Dl(�(D0)\Ti :�i(D0)), since:�is are antimonotone. Sinceq(D) is infinite,

for someD0 2 Dl, q(D0) = �(D0) \Ti :�i(D0) is infinite. This proves the claim.
Let~t stand for~t11; : : : ;~t1l ; : : : ;~tp1; : : : ;~tpl , wherep is the number of relation symbols inSC, and~tij is a tuple of

variables of the same length as the arity ofSi. For a queryq of the form�(~x) ^ :�1(~x) ^ : : : ^ :�k(~x), let q0(~x;~t)
be theM formula obtained by replacing eachSi(~u) with

Wlj=1 ~u = ~tij . ThenM j= q0(~x;~t) iff D~t j= q(~x), whereD~t
is the database in whichSi is interpreted asf~ti1; : : : ;~tilg. By the assumptions onM, we know that in the expanded
model we have a formulaq0�n(~t) such thatM0 j= q0�n(~t) iff the set of~x such thatq0(~x;~t) holds is finite. In other
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Model Data complexity Data complexity Effective syntax Relational Safety of CQ
of generic queries for safe queries algebraRC(S) AC0 FO(<) yes yes decidableRC(Slen) PH AC0 yes yes decidableRC(Sleft) AC0 FO(<) yes yes decidableRC(Sreg) NC1 FO(<) yes yes decidableRC(Sreg;left) NC1 FO(<) yes yes decidableRCconcat undecidable undecidable no no undecidable

Table 2: Summary of results on query languages

words, it holds iffq(D~t) is finite. Hence, the sentence8~tq0�n(~t) is true inM iff q(D) is finite for every database with
at mostl tuples, which by the previous claim means thatq is safe. The decidability of the theory ofM0 now implies
the decidability of the safety ofq. The theorem is proved. 2

We know thatTh(Slen) is decidable [14]. Moreover, finiteness is definable with parameters: for (~x; ~y),  �n(~y)
is 9~u(8~x (~x; ~y)! 9~zVi zi � ui el(zi; xi)). Thus:

Corollary 4.29 The safety of Boolean combinations of conjunctive queries inRC(S),RC(Sleft);RC(Slen),RC(Sreg)
andRC(Sreg;left) is decidable.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the section.

5 Conclusion

There has been significant interest in theoretical computerscience in understanding the structure of the regular lan-
guages, and in identifying subclasses of the regular languages that have special properties [67, 65]. Our work can
be seen as an extension of this program, where we consider subclasses of the regularn-ary relations rather than the
regular sets. In our approach, however, we do not focus on properties that hold of one particular regular relation by
itself, but rather look at some desirable properties of a whole algebra of relations within the structureSlen.

We have shown a sharp contrast between the behavior of the full algebra of regular relations ofSlen, and those of
various submodels such asS, Sleft, Sreg, andSreg;left. We show that the latter are more tractable in many respects.
Furthermore, we show that the behavior of an algebra of relations is not at all determined by the one-dimensional sets
(subsets of��) in the algebra: for example, one can have fairly complex binary relations definable, yet still maintain
the property that all definable subsets of�� are star-free. Figure 1 summarizes the relationships between the star-free
and regular algebras we considered here.

We have also studied extensions of the standard relational calculus with various sets of string operations. We were
interested in languages that were not computationally complete, but rather shared the attractive complexity-theoretic
and static analysis properties of relational calculus.

The languageRC(S) can be seen as a nice foundation over which other languages should be built. It cov-
ers the most rudimentary string operations, but its expressive power is quite limited. The extensionRC(Slen)
is too powerful (but still not computationally complete). We therefore considered the languages in between –RC(Sleft);RC(Sreg);RC(Sreg;left) – that can express some important operations found inRC(Slen), but still have
low data complexity. All the calculi have effective syntax for safe queries, and corresponding relational algebras.

A key question is how many relations one can add to the modelsSleft orSreg and still have the attractive properties
like QE, finite VC-dimension, and a nicely-behaved relational calculus. Is there a model that is somehow maximal
with respect to these properties? We would very much like to know the answer to this question. There are also several
natural candidate models that would seem amenable to the approach taken here, and where one would expect the same
results to go through: for example, if one allows the operation of concatenating a fixed sequence “in the middle” of a
string, rather than on the left or on the right, is the resulting model still tractable?
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